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Z drive assembly. We will also be reinstalling the Z carriage.
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by John Blankenship
The goal of most robot hobbyists is to create a robot
capable of doing something that demonstrates some
degree of intelligence. Sometimes though, a robot just
needs to look intelligent.
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R2D2 
by Daniel Ramirez
See how to take a simple replica toy of our favorite Star
Wars character and make it able to move around in its
familiar onscreen ways.
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Well, it’s finally here — the killer
app for augmented reality. I’ve

worked on and written about
augmented reality (AR) applications
for years, but the technology of
mixing synthetic images, sounds, and
other media with reality has never
expanded past the early adopter
crowd. At least until now. For the
past few weeks, my workbench has
been invaded by creatures from the
Pokémon GO game, as you can see in
the accompanying photo.

Unless you’ve been living in a
cave without Wi-Fi, you’ve no doubt
seen users of Pokémon GO in action
— all part of a world-wide Easter egg
hunt. The mobile game — available
for free download on the major
platforms — features virtual creature
overlays that are seamless and real
enough to be captivating. As with
early texting adopters, there are the
usual reports of people walking into
walls, ongoing traffic, and the like —
all self-limiting behaviors. Pokémon
GO may be a bright light that burns
quickly, but it has brought AR into the
mainstream consciousness. All of this
attention isn’t hurting the Nintendo
brand, either.

Prior to its debut as the
technology behind Pokémon GO, AR
was known primarily for use in
advanced heads-up displays in military
aircraft, in training, and actual tools
for surgeons and medics (think MRI
overlaid on a patient in surgery, as
seen through AR goggles), and, of
course, as the intricate overlays of
real and synthetic characters and
scenery in modern movies. Purists
might argue that only real time
overlays constitute AR, but the overall
effect is the same — a blurring of the
real and the synthetic.

My work with AR has focused on
training applications for the military,

such as AR radiation findings on real
patients. For example, medics use a
real Geiger counter on real patients,
and the counters register radiation
counts to mimic various scenarios.
The AR technology enables medics to
experience identifying and
decontaminating real patients without
any exposure to real radiation. The
radiation is simply an AR overlay.

The great thing about killer apps
is that they usher in more developers,
more investors, and more consumer
demand. Assuming the economy
cooperates, I expect follow-on AR
technology that expands far beyond
mobile gaming. Think about it. Why
bother putting a soft skin over a
robot arm when you can create
virtual skin with an AR routine? Why
bother painting your bedroom walls
when you can overlay a virtual wall-
high video display onto them?
Perhaps game AR will resurrect the
concept of Google Glasses, enabling
everyone to one day live in an AR
world. Does that sound like fun — or
frightening? Let me know. For now,
enjoy the game. It’s captivating, even
for a non-gamer. SV

Pokémon GO — The Killer App
for Augmented Reality?
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OCTOBER

1 Robothon
The Armory, Seattle Center, Seattle, WA
Events include SRS Robo-Magellan, Line Following, Line
Maze, Mini Sumo.
www.robothon.org

7-8 CalGames
Fremont High School, Sunnyvale, CA
FIRST-based event.
www.wrrf.org

10-12 Latin American Robotics Competition
Salgadinho, Olinda, Brazil
Events include Brazilian Robotics Competition, Robocup
Latin American Open, and Brazilian National Olympiad.
www.cbrobotica.org

17-21 International Micro Air Vehicle Competition
Beijng, China
Indoor and Outdoor MAV events.
www.imavs.org

28-30 Critter Crunch
Hyatt Regency Tech Center, Denver, CO
Autonomous and remote control robot combat.
www.milehicon.org

NOVEMBER
5 Bloomington VEX Tournament

Bloomington, IN
Events include Recovery and Tractor Pull.
http://sites.google.com/site/
bloomingtonroboticsclub

12 STHLM Robot Championship
Stockholm, Sweden
Events include Sumo, LEGO Sumo, Folkrace, Line
Following, and Freestyle.
www.robotchampion.se
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inclusive forum, bringing together industry, defense 

and government program managers, decision makers and 

technology experts for three intensive days of information 
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Three Days. 
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Countless Opportunities.

OCTOBER 25-27, 2016
The Ritz-Carlton, Pentagon City

Arlington, Virginia, USA
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TT
his is the situation I found myself in when I
decided to redesign my witches scene for this
year’s Halloween display. I have always felt that
the three characters that made up the scene
were disconnected and didn’t form a cohesive

group. Last year, the scene included a witch stirring a
cauldron, one reading from a spell book, and the third was
a pneumatically controlled flying witch. All of them were
animated but the setting lacked a focal point.

From the beginning, I knew this project would require
talents that I do not possess. Once again, I would need to
include others to achieve my vision for the new display. The

team would be mostly made up of people I had worked
with in the past, but we would again be adding a couple of
new members.

I feel that it is very important when enlisting the aid of
such talented people to provide a framework for the project
and then let them loose to do their magic. Micro managing
them will only stifle their creativity. Although the work they
contribute is a huge help, it is their imagination and
inspiration that is unquestionably the real treasure.

Coordinating the team that would be collaborating on
the build was another challenge. With members scattered
all over the continent, we needed to get creative with our

communications. I would, of
course, prefer to assemble everyone
in a room together but that was
not possible. Thank goodness for
technology!

To make sure that everyone
was on the same page, Brian
Lincoln prepared a flow chart
showing how each component of
the build would be integrated into
the final scene (see the system
block diagram).This was an
enormous help in keeping track of
things as the build progressed.

This project would not have
been possible without the
contributions of the entire team. As
is typical when working with such
an accomplished group, the ideas
flow and the finished product
expands well beyond the original
concept.

One of my requirements when
starting a new project is to include

There are many times when a single character will not fulfill your design specifications.
Oftentimes, you need to create an entire scene in order to properly tell your story. This
can complicate the process, but the results can be extraordinary!

DIY Animatronics DIY Animatronics 

By Steve Koci

Conjuring Up a Revitalized
Witch Scene
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some new technique, component, or
material in the design. This way, I am
constantly expanding my knowledge
of what works and what does not.
Part of the reason I do what I do is
that I enjoy the challenge. If I simply
recreate things I have done before, I
quickly become bored.

The Recipe for a
Witch’s Coven

This project has proven to be
much more complicated than most
and has lots of moving parts. The
scene includes two of the witches we
have used in the past: the stirring
witch and the flying witch. The witch
casting the spell will be rebuilt, and an
additional character will be added: a
skeleton. He will be attached to the
back wall and will interact with the
witch. The two character’s movements
have been synchronized with a new
custom audio track. The lighting has
been augmented to improve the
effect as well. Integrated controllers
and extensive programming will really
bring the tableau to life.

The elements have been divided
up between all members of the team.
Everyone’s role was vital to achieving
the final result. While many of the
components could be completed
independently, some items had to be
put on hold until other elements were
finished.

Let Me Put a Spell on
You

Before any programming or
puppeteering can take place, the
custom audio track needed to be
written, performed, and recorded. The
team of Pat Molloy, Bonnie Barrows,
and Tom Jameson are an extremely
talented and creative bunch. They
were able to take my very vague
guidelines and produce a script that
tied the entire back story together.

This process included a significant amount of back and
forth discussion between the members of the group. I value

the team member’s thoughts, but
sometimes you can have too many
ideas. The story can quickly expand
and become a novel instead of a short
story. My goal is to have our scenes
last between one and three minutes.
Any longer and your audience will lose
interest before your story is completed.

The story they created has our
witch resurrecting a skeleton from the
dead. Their witty dialogue is funny
with just the right amount of
spookiness. This fits in perfectly with
the atmosphere I am trying to create
for the entire haunt.

Matt Totten (our sound engineer)
was also intimately involved. His
responsibility was to take the
completed audio tracks and create a
finished soundtrack. He did a
phenomenal job mixing all the various
speaking tracks with the necessary
sound effects and melding them
together into a spellbinding fantasy.

The track is in stereo, with the
witch’s voice on one channel and the
skeleton on the other. This allows for a
more realistic sound for the banter
between the two characters.

In order to fully appreciate the
split soundtrack, I went with an
upgraded speaker system that includes
a subwoofer to increase the bass. The
audio track’s sound effects — especially
the thunder — really benefit from this.
It does not make sense to put forth all
this effort to develop a fantastic
soundtrack if people cannot hear it to
appreciate it.

Witch Design
For the witch’s body mechanism, I

once again turned to my favorite
moving body design which
incorporates Hitec servos (see
Resources) mounted on ServoCity
Actobotics components (see
Resources). It is not always necessary
to reinvent the wheel. If something

works well, go with it (see Figure 1 and Figure 2)!
The head nod was not to my liking, so I took a page

from the Jarvis build (September issue of SERVO Magazine)

Post comments on this section and find any associated files and/or downloads at 
www.servomagazine.com/index.php/magazine/article/October2016_Animatronics-Witches-Scene.

DIY Animatronics
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Figure 2. Head design complete with
mask support.

Figure 1. A tangle of wires, but the first
test is a success!
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and added a linear actuator. This head design has
considerable weight mounted forward of its center of
gravity and the servo I had chosen was just not up to the
task. Even with the addition of a spring, I was still not
getting the response I was looking for. I prefer the nod
movement to be very controlled and deliberate, so a linear
servo from Actuonix (see Resources) is perfect for the job
(Figure 3).

Hiding the neck mechanism is an issue whenever a
mask is utilized. There is always a gap between the bottom
of the mask and the clothing. High collars and scarves can
help, but sometimes those looks are not included in the
costuming plans. One trick that I have found very useful is
to use flesh colored pantyhose. Simply cut a section of the
pantyhose that is the appropriate size and slide it over the
mechanism. This quick, easy, and inexpensive solution
works like a charm!

Skeleton
We decided

to take a
different
approach when
designing the
mechanisms that
would bring the
skeleton to life.
We have had
great success in
improving the
head tilt
movements on
several recent

characters — including the witch — by using a linear servo.
This time, we wanted to further integrate them into the
design by using them to move the arms, hands, and legs of
the skeleton. The choreography for the skeleton’s
movements did not require rapid or extensive motion, so
we felt this would be a good opportunity to expand our
use of linear servos.

The linear servos for the arms and legs were simple to
attach to the facade and the skeleton. The movement of
the hands required some additional components. After
some selective grinding with a Dremel, a suitable mounting
spot was created for the linear servo (Figure 4). A small
bracket was fashioned and attached to the back of the
hand to provide an attachment point for a wire pull rod.
The other end of this rod is then connected to the linear
servo (see Figure 5).The entire mechanism remains hidden
from view and allows the hand to be manipulated at the
wrist.

Using the Parallax Activity board in conjunction with
the Hitec servos for puppeteering our characters has
worked extremely well for us. However, we ran into an
unexpected problem when trying to integrate the linear
servos into the mix. The issue was that the Activity board
provides a 3.3V signal while the linear servo actuators
require a 5V signal. We discovered the linear servos can

DIY Animatronics

RESOURCES
ServoCity Actobotics — http://tinyurl.com/zzy2ugu

Hitec Servos — http://tinyurl.com/hsennuc

Actuonix Linear Servos — http://tinyurl.com/zhuwqea

Monster Guts Three-Axis — http://tinyurl.com/q8s3hno

Tandy Leather Stain — http://tinyurl.com/j2cg4p5

Parallax Activity Board — http://tinyurl.com/zev2eaa

Adafruit Electronic Eyes — http://tinyurl.com/p4twuqn

Red Tie Photography — http://tinyurl.com/zuqy8vy

My YouTube Channel — http://tinyurl.com/nma2doj

My Website — www.halstaff.com

DIY Animatronics Forum — http://tinyurl.com/qjeehjs

Figure 3.
A linear
servo
provides
some
extra
power.

Figure 5. The actuator joint is connected to the wrist joint.

Figure 4. A little paint and this will almost disappear.
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work at 3.3V direct drive, however, the
Activity board includes a protective
series resistor that modifies the signal
enough to render them inoperative.

Several methods to resolve the issue
were tried before deciding on a course
of action. We incorporated a driver
circuit that uses a pair of transistors and
two resistors that boost the pulses back
up to the 5V required by the linear
servos.

The design and construction of the
skeleton’s head was the responsibility of
Robert Risley. Robert has been
instrumental in contributing his creative
genius to many of the characters I have
built, and his insight and inspiration are
truly appreciated. He shares my belief
that we should always be pushing the
envelope in our creations and striving to work outside our
comfort zones. He once again hit it out of the park with
this design!

He started with a plastic Lindberg skull which has a
Monster Guts three-axis assembly mounted inside (see
Resources).This gives Robert an anatomically correct
starting point when sculpting the head. By adding Apoxie
Sculpt clay, he slowly builds up the features of the character
until he gets it absolutely perfect! Mission accomplished
(Figure 6)!

To increase the strength of the spine for mounting the
head, I modified it by inserting a threaded rod which runs
between the pelvis and the shoulders. This provides a solid
structure for attaching the skeleton to the façade, as well
as for securing the head to the body.

Before the skeleton can be chained to the wall, he must
first be stained the proper color. Robert made this happen
by liberally applying some Saddle Tan Gel Stain from Tandy
Leather and then wiping off the excess (see
Resources).This is our go-to stain whenever we are looking
to provide a weathered appearance to a prop or character
(Figure 7).

Parallax Activity Boards
Providing the illusion of life in our characters

requires more than a wee bit of hocus pocus! Once
the soundtrack was completed, it was time to wake up
the witches and get them moving. This massive
undertaking is the purview of our master puppeteer,
Brian Lincoln. His considerable skill is apparent when
you see how realistically the characters perform under
his direction.

For me, this is the most exciting part of the build.
Seeing the scenario I had imagined transcend to reality
is inspiring. It is also the time to discover if the project

will actually
operate in the
fashion you
intended.
Discovering
that you are
not as smart
as you
thought you were can be humbling, but the challenge lies
in adapting and overcoming the temporary setbacks you
encounter.

We decided to divide up the many functions of the two
characters between four individual Activity boards. This
would allow us to separate the body movements from the
head actions. It would also give us a tremendous amount
of flexibility in adding additional features in the future.

The Activity boards have the capability of controlling
eight separate mechanisms. The skeleton and witch’s heads
require four channels each, the skeleton body five, and the
witch’s body six. This left us with at least two unused
channels per board for other purposes (Figure 8).

DIY Animatronics
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Figure 8. The brains of the operation are hidden inside.

Figure 6. The skeleton head comes
to life.

Figure 7. All painted up and
nowhere to go.
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To aid in the task of puppeteering the motions, Brian
has constructed a couple of mechanisms which he refers
to as an AMS, or Articulated Model with Sensors (Figure
9 and Figure 10). These incorporate multiple
potentiometers located at the pivot points which convert
the motions of the model into the necessary code for the

Activity boards. This allows
us to instill very lifelike
movements into the
characters.

The Eyes are the
Windows to the
Soul

Ever since I discovered
the electronic eyes which use
mini screens created by David

Boccabella (Marcwolf), I have included them in my projects
whenever possible. The opportunity to add such realism to
my characters for a reasonable cost makes them a no-
brainer. If you would like to check them out in more detail,
they were included in my article in the April 2016 issue of
SERVO Magazine (Figure 11 and Figure 12).

I have chosen to use the 3D printed enclosures
recommended in the original tutorial (see Resources) to
help protect the screens. Although these do a great job,
you are still faced with the question of how to mount them.
Robert came up with an ingenious solution which allows for
fine adjustments to the eye’s location, yet keeps them firmly
in place. You simply add a couple of springs attached to the
existing machine screws and wrap them around your
supporting structure. You can now fine-tune their positions
and know they will stay where you place them (Figure 13).

DMX Lighting and Control
Proper lighting effects allow us to manipulate and

control where our audience will be looking. It gives us the
opportunity to only allow them to see what we want them
to. Proper and adequate lighting can make or break a

12 SERVO 10.2016
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Figure 10. Arm AMS helps
puppeteer the smooth

movements.

Figure 11. I see you!

Figure 12. Ready to add a little more hair, eyeballs, and
paint highlights. Figure 13. Putting springs to work in another way.

Figure 9. I think I want to look over there.
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scene. Do not skimp on the time
spent on this important aspect of
the project!

We chose to use my existing
DMX controller setup to not only
control the lighting, but also to
script the show timing in relation
to the activation of our other
major scene: Papa VooDoo. Even
though his show takes place on
the other side of our display, it
commands everyone’s attention.
Most of the other lights are shut
off during his performance, and
to say his audio track is powerful
is a huge understatement. We
wanted to insure that the two
scenes would never be playing
simultaneously, and this
arrangement allowed us to do
that (see Figure 14).

The free program, Vixen was
used to develop the lighting and prop activation sequence.
All of the components were individually added to precisely
time out each event.

Facade and Supporting Props
It was necessary to build a facade to mount the

skeleton to with additional sections added to complete the
scene. When finished, the witch’s shack will consist of three
four foot wide panels with an additional four foot panel on
each side. The illusion will be completed with the addition
of a roof section constructed from lathe panels.

I constructed traditional studio flats using 1x3s for the
framing and attaching siding. This gives the illusion of a
wood slat hut which supports our back story. The scene
would not be complete without including the necessary
witches accessories such as potion bottles, brooms, black
cats, and spell books all covered in spooky cobwebs. My
industrial DIY web shooter (Figure 15) makes quick work of
the often laborious and time-consuming task of adding the
requisite cobwebs.

The Rest of the Cast
At least for the time being, the remaining two witches

will perform as they have in the past. Several improvements
have been suggested and discussed, but they will have to
wait for the next revision. Updating them at a later date will
allow the show to become “new” again for those that see
the show each year. It is so important to keep things fresh
when putting on a display.

We will, however, tie the activation of the flying witch
into the script. We do not want her flying up and

interrupting the action whenever she pleases!

Recording It for Posterity
The project would not be complete without it being

recorded for posterity. The popular adage “photos or it did
not happen” certainly applies. I am very blessed to have a
professional photographer as a son and part of the team.
Bryan Koci can always be counted on to take the time from
his hectic schedule to document each of my creations. His
professionalism shines through in his ability to bring each
character to life and present them in their best light.

Closing the Book on this
Incantation

The magic formula that made this a reality was the
result of plenty of hard work from an extremely talented
group of individuals. If you would like to see the
performance of the full witch’s coven, check out my
YouTube channel after Halloween. I will be sure to post a
video of them conjuring up their spells! You can also check
out the build thread on the Halloween Forum at
http://tinyurl.com/zdndaoe to see the entire process
unfold.

Since this issue arrives as we prepare for Halloween, I
hope to see some examples posted on the forum of how
you apply your technical prowess to celebrate the season.
Post your projects to the DIY Animatronics section at
http://tinyurl.com/jjxcde6.

Keep creating, and may the passion to build be with
you! SV

DIY Animatronics
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Figure 14. A DMX satellite box ties the
scene into the main show.

Figure 15. With a little magic, we turn
glue into spider webs.
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NEW PRODUCTS
AC/DC Battery
Charger/Discharger 

The RDX1 from Hitec RCD USA, Inc.,
is an AC/DC ultra-performance

microprocessor-controlled battery
charger/discharger with management
features suitable for all popular
chemistries. Its sleek tower design
allows easy front-loading plug-in
convenience of balancing and
temperature sensor ports, a USB link
and USB 5 VDC 2.1 amps, and 4 mm
battery sockets. 

Deluxe features include a 3.2 inch
easy-to-read LCD screen and Hitec’s
Charge Master software which gives
the ability to operate the RDX1
through a computer. This compact 60
watt unit brings integrated balancing,
convenience, and ease to charging
operations.

The estimated retail price on the
RDX1 AC/DC battery charger/
discharger is $59.99. Features include:

• Optimized Operating Software
• 10 Battery Memory
• Internal Lithium Battery Balancer

• Multiple Lithium Battery Charge
Modes

• Works with Hitec's Charge Master
Software

• LiPo Battery Meter
• Slim In-line Design Saves Valuable

Space

Charging Specifications:

• AC Input Voltage: 100-240V
• DC Input: 11-18V
• Charge Power: 60W
• Charge Current Range: 0.1-6.0A
• Max. Discharge Power: 5W
• Discharge Current Range: 0.1-2.0A
• Balancing Port Current Drain: 200

MA/Cell
• NiCd/NiMH Battery Cell Count: 

1-15 Cells
• LiPo/LiHV/LiFe/LiIon Cell Count: 

1-6 Cells
• Pb Battery Voltage: 2-20V
• Net Weight: 470g
• Dimensions: 159 x 72.5 x 123 mm

For further information, please
contact:

MOVE
MAKE YOUR MACHINE 

MICRO LINEAR 
ACTUATORS

for RC  devices

10mm-200mm stroke
6v-12v power supply
25kg+ available force
15g-100g net weight

www.actuonix.com

oketrs10mm-200mm oke

 net weight15g-100g
ceailable forv a25kg+

upply power s6v-12v

 net weight
ce

upply

www.hitecrcd.comHitec
RCD USA
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Junior Genius Kit
Blinky Lights

The Junior Genius Kit from BusBoard
Prototype Systems is a great

introduction to electronics basics for
somebody new to the hobby. It’s ideal
for anyone that hasn’t built a circuit
before, from grade 5 kids up to
adults. Younger kids can do some or
all of the activities with parental help,
depending on ability. The 60 page
instruction manual helps students step
through 10 activities, plus extra
lessons and “Things to Try”
experiments to learn about: how to
use a breadboard; series and parallel
circuits; wiring and connections;
voltage and current; resistors,
capacitors, and LEDs, and transistors
and electronic switching. It leads the
student step-by-step from a one LED
circuit up to the blinking light circuit,
explaining everything that's happening
on the way.

All the required parts are included
— even batteries. The kit uses a high
quality breadboard and industry
standard parts so that students get
real world troubleshooting skills. They
also get experience working with the
same parts they will use on future
projects. It builds more valuable
experience than putting together
simplified encapsulated parts aimed at
very young children. 

Membership in the Junior Genius
Club website is included with access
to bonus content, plus an online
circuit simulator which helps to

visualize what
is happening in
the circuits. 

The book
and online
content
provide more
teaching
material than is
included with
most kits. This
is an "Intro to
Electricity"
course in a
box. 

The Junior
Genius Kit is a good place to start to
learn about electricity and connection
basics before working with Arduinos
or other programmable boards. A firm
grasp of the essentials will help when
troubleshooting projects and
expanding them with breadboards
and add-on circuitry.

Two expansion packs and a solder
kit are available to continue exploring.
Expansion Pack #1, “More LEDs”
shows how to light up and switch
more LEDs. Expansion Pack #2, the
“10 LED IC Chaser” shows how to add
a counter IC to make an LED chaser, a
traffic light, and a back and forth LED
flasher (like Knight Rider’s car). The
Blinky Light solder kit provides the
parts to solder the same circuit used
in the kit to learn basic assembly skills.

Junior Genius Kit #1 – Blinky
Lights sells for $24.90. Expansion Pack
#1 is $7 and Expansion Pack #2 is
$12.

For further information, please
contact:

If you have a new product that you
would like us to run in our New
Products section, please email a short
description (300-500 words) and a high
resolution photo of your product to: 
newproducts@servomagazine.com
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FrontPanelExpress.com

The Easiest Way  
to Design Custom
Front Panels & 

Enclosures

Cost effective prototypes
and production runs with
no setup charges

Powder-coated and
anodized finishes in
various colors

Select from aluminum,
acrylic or provide your
own material

 Standard lead time
in 5 days or express
manufacturing in 3 or
1 days

You design it 
to your specifications using 

our FREE CAD software,  
Front Panel Designer

We machine it
and ship to you a  

professionally finished product, 
no minimum quantity required
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Prototype
Systems
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JIMMY — ONE OF DISNEY’S
NEWEST CHARACTERS

While humanoid robots can be painfully slow,
Disney’s Jimmy moves with lifelike speed and

grace. A video posted earlier this year
(http://spectrum.ieee.org/automaton/
robotics/robotics-hardware/disney-robot-
with-air-water-actuators) shows the robot
waving at people, doing a little dance, and drumming
on a table. Just as impressive, Jimmy can safely
operate near people, and by “near” we mean in
actual contact with them. In the video, the robot
plays patty-cake with a kid and even pats her
cheeks — something you don’t see very often in
human-robot interaction experiments.

It’s not really magic (well, kinda since it’s from
Disney), of course, just beautiful engineering. Jimmy
is not powered by bulky electric motors and gears
commonly used in humanoid robots; instead, it
relies on a new kind of actuator designed by Disney
researchers that consists basically of tubes filled
with air and water. While the current version of the
robot requires a human puppeteer to control its
movements, future models could be made fully
autonomous.

John P. Whitney, who led the development of
the robot while at Disney Research in Pittsburgh, is
now a professor of mechanical and industrial engineering at Northeastern University in Boston, where
he’ll continue working on this technology.

The original actuator used either air or water. Now, an enhanced hybrid configuration uses both
fluids to deliver more speed and torque. Whitney says the device has greater torque per weight (torque
density) than highly geared servos or brushless motors coupled with harmonic drives. It’s also compliant
and backdrivable, making it intrinsically safe — and thus ideal for human-robot interaction applications.

When people meet Jimmy for the first time, Whitney says, most feel “a strong emotional
connection” with the robot. “It’s always amusing to hear people describe his motions as very fluid!”

The main advantage of this kind of actuation system is that — unlike motors or servos — you
don’t have to place the entire system inside the robot’s limbs, so you can make them smaller and lighter.
There are disadvantages, however. Like any fluid-based system, you need to regularly check on the
pressure levels. Even more significant is that to build an autonomous robot, you need a set of motors
and a control system capable of replacing the human puppeteer who’s manually driving the fluid
actuators.

It would be great to see Jimmy and other robots like it in Disney parks soon, however, it would be
doubly awesome if the fluid actuators could find applications beyond entertainment. (Whitney says no
patents on this technology have been filed in his name, and since he’s no longer affiliated with Disney
Research he can’t speak to any follow-on work or Disney’s intellectual property policies.) In particular, it
would be great to see some experiments with this kind of actuation in the personal robots arena which
could really use some breakthroughs in smoother manipulation. 

Image courtesy of
Disney Research.
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ROPED INTO IT

Robots are learning how to use tails in all sorts of
different ways. U.C. Berkeley had that brilliant idea

of using an active tail to control the orientation of a
robot in mid-air, and that basic idea has expanded to
running robots and even robotic cars looking for
hyper-maneuverability. The thing that all of these
robots have in common with each other (and with
animals) is that their tails are actuated. In order to
function, they depend on motors to get them to move
around and do stuff.

Young-Ho Kim and Dylan A. Shell from Texas
A&M University recently published a paper in IEEE
Robotics and Automation Letters on “Using a
Compliant, Unactuated Tail to Manipulate Objects.”
Rather than relying on motors to actuate the tail, they hooked up a “a flexible rope-like
structure” (a piece of rope, basically) to a little RC car to see what they could do with
it. You can think of the tail like Indiana Jones’ whip, and just like Indy has shown us,
there’s a lot you can accomplish with some cleverly manipulated rope if you know what
you’re doing.

GOT YOUR GOAT

Most legged robots are easily identifiable as such because
they have legs. Maybe human legs, maybe mammal legs,

maybe bird legs, but legs are legs. Where things start to get
interesting is when legged robots manifest designs that aren’t
(usually) found in nature.

At Carnegie Mellon University, Simon Kalouche just
wrapped up his masters thesis in which he describes the
development of a brand new design for “legs capable of
dexterous walking, running, and most significantly, explosive
omni-directional jumping and actively compliant landing.” 

Kalouche has developed the GOAT leg, which is
obviously an abbreviation for “Gearless Omni-directional
Acceleration-vectoring Topology.” The design of the leg has
very little to do with the physical structure of a goat’s leg,
but Kalouche was directly inspired by mountain goats which
display nearly supernatural locomotion on sheer cliffs. Rather
than try to mimic the biology, Kalouche focused on ways of
giving a robotic leg goat-like abilities which resulted in a
novel and highly dynamic parallel system driven by a trio of
electric motors. 

The GOAT leg is highly dynamic, and one of the things
that sets it apart from other robotic legs is that it is not
constrained to planar motions, making it much easier to
move in different directions without having to reorient. The

GOAT leg is also mechanically robust, exhibits virtual
compliance (thanks to a modified impedance controller), and
with its three hip-mounted electric motors, provides a high
amount of distributed torque while keeping the inertia of the
leg itself low.

Image courtesy of  Texas
A&M University.

CMU researchers have developed a new robot leg that delivered 20 joules
in jumping experiments achieving a height of 82 centimeters, or more
than double its body height. Image courtesy of Simon Kalouche/CMU.
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Post comments on this
section and find any
associated files and/or
downloads at the specific
article link for each feature.

Back in the day, when our sport
was transitioning from TV
centric to a welter of

independent events organized by a
menagerie of Event Organizers (EOs),
the old Delphi forum was the center of
many raging philosophical debates.
Some — like the perpetual “wedges vs.
spinners” debate — linger on. Others
(like who is a noob and who is a
player) have damped down a bit, with
slightly more tolerance being shown to

clumsy first-time posters.
(Disclaimer: The next topic is

subject to the vagrancies of my
memory, the blurring of time, and my
natural penchant (probably due to my
Irish background) of taking a rather
liberal view of actual occurrences when
telling stories. If any old vets disagree
with my version of this story, they are
welcome to email me, produce
evidence, and perhaps I’ll publish their
version in a future article.)

During the quite dynamic debate
about the creation of the standardized
Robot Fighting League rule set, there
were many discussions about certain
aspects of event management. 

These were topics such as: Are
“unsticks” allowed? How many per
event? Can builders ask for their fights
to be delayed while they desperately
repair damage or charge batteries?
How many delays can they have
without a penalty? Do you reward
sportsmanship, such as loosening your
opponents stuck bot, or do you

encourage a more mercenary approach
where winning is all that matters?

Somewhere in the middle of all
this, the Godfather of Robot Combat,
Steve Judd weighed in with a typically
succinct post that I immediately
dubbed “Judd’s Law.” I’m not sure
anybody actually remembers this, but
I’ve staked my chances of bothood
immortality on this. 

(To those of you saying to yourself,
“Well, he better steal Steve’s credit
because he sure can’t build a good
bot,” I’m going to pretend I don’t hear
you.)

Judd’s Law: “EOs must decide
from the beginning if an event is a
performance or a competition.”

This simple law — sort of like E =
mc2 — seems incredibly simple but is
fundamentally chaotic, and requires a
quantum level model to understand.
So, gentle readers, buckle your seat
belts while I take you on a cosmic
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The Five Dimensions of Judd’s
Law: Philosophical Musings for
Event Organizers 
● by Kevin M. Berry
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Creating the HORD
Arena

    by Chris Olin

(with a nod to galactic
hitchhikers)
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journey. Bring your towel.

The First
Dimension

This is the obvious
implementation of The Law: a simple
line. Performances are for the purpose
of showing off robot combat, and are
intended to produce an entertainment
product. Competitions are for the
express purpose of destroying
expensive hardware. 

In between, there is a spectrum
that is theoretically possible, but
difficult in practice to define. I would
contend the current BattleBots™ show
is around 90% performance and 10%
competition. (Your mileage may vary).
RoboGames, while a ticketed event, is
about 80/20 the other way. 

Yes, I know that sports are both
competition and entertainment. I
would submit that the presence of
television has a lot to do with where a
game falls on the spectrum. 

A college football game without
TV coverage plays for 60 timed
minutes, with breaks only at quarters
and halftime, and no more than six
timeouts. 

The intent is to produce a winner.
Televised games — besides the above
breaks — also stop whenever a guy
with a red hat wanders on the field.
Yes, it still produces a winner, but the
dynamic is different when teams get a
lot more breaks, and the game goes
four hours.

The Second Dimension
The second dimension that drives

EOs is this: How much time do I have
for this event? Is my venue restricted
to certain hours? Am I trying to adhere
to a particular published fight
schedule? Many events are completely
schedule independent. “Starts at 10:00
am” is more of an opinion than a fact.
Check-in run long? No problem. Need
more time to charge batteries?
Whatever. 

Most of the events I’ve been at

and many I’ve run echo
with the sound of the
Bracket Bunny yelling,
“Anybody got a bot that

can fight now? Anyone?” while they
frantically shuffle fight trees around on
the white board. You take who shows
up, you build your brackets, and you
go until it’s done, whether it’s 2 pm or
10 pm.

Other events (usually those with a
heavy performance component) need a
more structured approach. If the goal
of the event is to show off robot
combat as part of a larger event, say a
Maker Faire, then starting and
stopping per a schedule can become a
major factor in how an event is run. 

Personal CNC Mills

www.tormach.com/servo

PCNC 1100 Series 3

$8480 
(plus shipping)

starting at:

Shown here with 
optional stand 
and accessories.

Shown below is an articulated humanoid 
robot leg, built by researchers at the 
Drexel Autonomous System Lab (DASL) 
with a Tormach PCNC 1100 milling 
machine. DASL researcher Roy Gross 
estimates that somewhere between 300 
and 400 components for “HUBO+” has 
been machined on their PCNC 1100.
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Spectators who paid a hefty
admission fee are spending their
precious time watching robots
fight. Waiting 20 minutes while
someone can’t fight because they
only have one battery pack is
unacceptable. 

Scraping together enough
grudge matches, rumbles, and re-
re-rematches to fill in the whole day
can be nerve wracking.

The other side of this
viewpoint was illustrated at last
year’s Dragoncon Robot Battles.
There were so many Insect bots
entered, that even with two full days
of fighting, the only way to
accommodate all entrants was to go to
a single elimination format. 

In that case, a tough choice was
made between spreading the love,
allowing as many as possible to play,
against the heartbreak that half the
entrants only got one fight.

The Third Dimension
Events and the clubs that hold

them have a personality. Some are
serious, some casual, and some, just,
well, what can you say. The gang I play
with — the Florida Robot Building
Thingie — started with a pretty whack
bunch of people and has morphed
radically from there: MREs as armor,
games of “Capture the Duck,”
unfortunate situations with a
rubber chicken, and a collection
of  offbeat characters I’m proud
to call my friends. 

Even our “serious”
competitions over the years have
a goofy element, but when held
“for real” involve just as much
great driving and gourmet
carnage as any other around the
world. 

The point is, EOs need to set
the tone. Between the rule set,
the pre-event discussions, and the
drivers meeting, a tone will be
set. Serious events for more than
just bragging rights will have
stricter adherence to the rule set
than a backyard brawl.

The Fourth Dimension
Notice how complicated this is

getting? Well, as we move into the
Fourth Dimension of Event
Disorganization, we move from the
realm of the tangible into the fringe of
the metaphysical. We are talking, of
course, about that most mysterious of
phenomenon: the combat robot
builder. An elusive and difficult to
understand creature, robot builders are
quirky, quick to rile, loyal to their peers,
vicious in battle, and supportive in the
pits. They are also impossible to
organize and frustrating to manage. 

EOs have to decide (when moving
through the Fourth Dimension) on
their level of tolerance for the quirks of
builders versus the needs of audiences.
This ties back to scheduling, tolerance

for delays, that fine balance
between entertaining goofiness
and junior high level grab-ass. 

One thing first-time EOs need
to consider: Does the public get
access to the pits? Or, at least see
from the edges? Pits are
dangerous, high pressure, and may
give builders a chance to display
their least flattering face to the
public. On the other hand, people
love seeing the insides of the bots
and talking to the competitors. Like
all the factors we’re discussing, EOs

have to make conscious decisions
about how to “design” their event
against each spectrum.

The Fifth Dimension
When the moon is in the seventh

house, and Jupiter aligns with Mars
(which is where EOs go about a week
before the event), another factor
predominates. Where is the event,
compared to the EO and to the
participants? Local events, with no
travel involved, are lower stress. Having
people travel to your event adds a level
of complication and commitment for
the organizer. Holding an event at a
remote location elevates things to an
interdimensional — possibly
intergalactic — level of commitment,
confusion, and a complete inability to
minimize entropy, even for a day.

Doing the Math
Being an EO is a tough job.

I’ve presented a simplified model
of what anyone who organizes a
combat event goes through. But
fear not! There’s some sort of
wormhole effect where on event
day, all the problems get sucked
into the ether, and the event
mostly just happens. If you’ve
done your homework, it happens
pretty well. If you laid back and
tried to cruise through the
planning and setup, then it may
just suck. Either way, just hang
onto your towel and remember:
The answer is always 42.  SV
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BUILD REPORT:
Creating the HORD Arena ● by Chris Olin

After the success of last year’s
House of Robotic Destruction
(HORD), the Ohio Robotic Club

(ORC) was invited to host an event at
the premier anime convention,
ColossalCon, held at the massive
Kalahari Resort and Water Park in
Sandusky, OH. For this event, ORC
decided it was time to retire the old 4’
x 8’ arena and build a new and larger
one better suited for this venue.

Planning

The first step in the design
process was to define some
general specifications and
goals for this project:
• Use material that has
already been acquired as
much as possible.
• Outside length and width
no more than 96” x 96”.
• Arena floor to be elevated
30” to 36” above the venue
floor — adjust if possible.
• Wall height no less than
36”.
• Two access doors.
• For ease of assembly,
identical parts should be
interchangeable.
• Minimal seams and gaps in
floor.
• Must be able to contain
Mantisweight (6 lbs) matches
safely.
• Must be able to contain
Hobbyweight (12 lb) demos
safely. 
• Must be able to be set up and
torn down by two people in less
than an hour.

Design

A few years back, ORC was
gifted some used Lexan sheets

and other materials. These items were
originally part of the 24’ by 24’ arena
known as the “Toad Tank” which was
first created back in 2003 for Michael
Mulden’s “Robot Club and Grill” near
Pittsburg, PA. When the Robot Club
and Grill closed down in 2004, the
arena went to the North East Robotics
Club, then to the South West Area
Robotics Club. When they could no
longer house it, the arena went to the
Crawford County, PA school district to
be used for their 15 lb Robobot
competitions. They, in turn, converted
the arena into a 16’ by 16’ arena and

gave ORC some of the surplus
materials.

The pieces of Lexan with the best
clarity were 96” long, 41” to 41-1/2”
wide, and 1/2” thick. They also had a
few holes and gashes that we wanted
to cut out. After careful measurement,
it was determined that we could
remove most of the holes and gashes
by making four walls 47” x 40” and
four walls 31” x 40”. This would give
us a non-uniform octagon that would
fit on a 96” square platform with
about three inches to spare. The rest
of the arena would be designed

around this shape.
The octagonal design had

other advantages. First, it
would give us better
spectator visibility at the
corners and the 1/2” Lexan
was stiff enough that a 47”
long wall would not require
any additional horizontal
bracing. However, this design
decision created an additional
challenge of how to make
the corners.

To insure there would be
no gaps that could allow
flying debris to escape the
arena, it was decided that
the walls should be joined by

steel brackets running the full
vertical height of the arena. For
ease of assembly at an event,
we decided that the brackets
would be preassembled to the
outside face of the long walls
with hex head bolts that
screwed into steel bars (nut
bars) on the inside face of the
walls. The short walls would
have nut bars preassembled to
them with flat head screws. 

For final assembly, flanged
hex head bolts would connect
the corner brackets to the nut

CAD detail view for corner bracket and nut barsassembled to arena walls.

CADlayout ofarenafloorplan.
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bars on the short walls.
For access, it was decided to

make two of the long walls into
doors. A welded door frame using
3/4” square steel tubing was
fashioned to the same size as the long
walls; 1/8” thick steel bar was added
to the inside face to use as a door
jam. Lexan for the doors would be cut
to fit inside the frame, and then be
connected to the frame with a piano
hinge running the full vertical length.
The doors would be locked with two
slider bolts. This would make strong
doors with maximum viewing area.

For the floor, we considered
welded steel and framed plywood.
Wood construction was chosen for
lower cost and weight. The floor
would consist of two 48" x 96” tables.
Added to the tables would be several
pieces of aluminum 1" x 2" x 3/16”
thick C-channel that would be cut to
fit inside the walls. These would help
insure the walls don’t shift during
competition, and provide a surface to
mount an inner bumper made of
thinner Lexan. These bumpers and the
roof would be made from materials
given to us by Robobots and cut to fit
during construction.

The arena would be supported by
collapsible saw horses. To determine
the maximum total weight one of the
tables might have to carry, we
calculated total arena weight at 500
lbs (based on CAD) or 250
lbs per table, plus a 250 lb
human crawling around on
one of the tables for some
reason (you know that is
going to happen at some
point), plus 100 lbs (50 lbs
per table) audio/video
equipment and advertising
material that might be
mounted on the roof. That
equals a maximum weight
per table of 550 lbs. Then,
using a factor of safety of
2.0, the minimum load rating
for the supporting saw
horses would be 1,100 lbs
per table. We found
collapsible and adjustable

height saw horses made by Central
Machine that had a load rating of 440
lbs. Three of these per table would
meet our load requirement.

Build

With the design complete, it was
time to start the build. The first order
of business was to order the metal
corner material, and fabricate the nut
bars and door frames. The nut bars
were machined by ORC sponsor,
Dimension Engineering out of 3/16”
thick steel bar. The CNC mill set up for
speed tapping holes only had 18” of
table travel; each of the six Lexan
walls would have nut bars per side.
Each bar had six 1/4-10 UNC holes:
two for mounting to Lexan and four
for mounting the angle bracket. The
door frames were welded by an ORC
volunteer using materials and
equipment provided by Dimension
Engineering.

While waiting for the corner
brackets to be delivered, we started
on the floor tables. Half inch plywood
was framed with 2x4s. To make a
better joint between the two tables
and minimize gaps and unevenness,
one of the tables used a 2x4 to make
a lip that would go under the
plywood of the other table, thus
creating a lap joint instead of a simple
butt joint. A 15” x 16” trap door was

then cut with a jig saw near the
center of the outer long side of one
of the tables. The door was mounted
using cabinet hinges and slider bolt.
Both tables were painted a flat white,
and starting corners were added using
a bright red and blue paint.

The corner brackets were cut and
formed by a local job shop, and
turned out to be the most expensive
parts of the build (all Lexan was free).
Each of the eight brackets would need
eight holes drilled per side for a total
of 128 holes, and needed to be within
a tolerance of ±1/32” for them to be
interchangeable. A piece of 1” x 1/2”
aluminum bar was used to make a
drilling template. First, two nut bars
were laid out on the template and
hole locations marked by carefully
drilling through all the holes in the nut
bar into the template bar. The holes in
the template bar were then drilled out
to 9/16” and bushings with an ID of
5/16” were inserted. To minimize
misalignment due to tolerance error,
the “top” and “outside” were marked
with a red paint marker. The template
was then clamped to a corner bracket
and the holes drilled through. The
sides of the door frames also were
drilled using the same template. Once
the holes were drilled, the brackets,
nut bars, and door frames were spray-
painted bright chrome.

The next major task was cutting
the Lexan. The best tool
available to us was a 7-1/2
blade circle saw. Three
blades were tested and a 36-
tooth blade designed for
soft metals worked best; the
other blade tended to gum
up. Each piece of Lexan had
to be cut to the proper
length and height. In order
to make very long cuts very
straight, each cut was
carefully measured and a
guide fence was clamped to
the material. With the
material cut to size, the
same drill template could be
used for drilling the
mounting holes. Standard

Door assembly.
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wood working and metal
working bits overheated
the material and caused it
to gum up. Sixty degree
point drill bits designed
for plastic were found on
McMaster Carr’s website
that worked much better.
As with the corner
brackets, the top side was
marked in red.

Next, the nut bars
and corner brackets were
assembled to the Lexan. All of the
walls and door frames were test
assembled. Only four holes did not
line up right and needed to drilled out
a little more. 

Next, the doors were assembled
to the frames. The Lexan for the doors
was sized to have 1/8” clearance on
the top and bottom, and 1/4”
clearance on each side. These gaps
would be covered by the door jam on
the inside of the frame. The first test
fit revealed the 1/2” Lexan did not sit
very well in the 3/4” tube frame and
was a little wobbly when opened and
closed. The door was cut down a little
more and 3/4” aluminum C-channel
was press over the top, bottom, and
handle side of the door, then held in
place with #10-24 bolts. This gave the
door some extra stiffness and a much
more finished look. The template used
to drill holes in the corner brackets
was used to drill holes in the hinge,
then the hinge and corner brackets
were assembled to the door frame
with the hinge between the frame
and the bracket. The last door was
connected to the hinge, and a handle
and slide bolts were mounted to the
door. The process was repeated for
the second door. 

With the doors complete, all eight
sides of the enclosure could be
assembled. First, two short walls were
assembled to each long wall using
flanged hex bolts. Then, the door
assemblies were put in place and
attached to the short walls with
flanged hex bolts. As designed in CAD,
the long walls and the doors should
have sat about 1-1/2” inside of the

edge of the tables. As built, they were
a little less than an inch from the
edges. Most of the tolerances seemed
to stack up to the high side for some
reason, but this was not a major
problem. For assembly and teardown
at the event, only the flanged bolts
would be added/removed. The
flanged head did not need a washer
and was visually different from the
standard hex bolt. This made
identifying which bolts to remove very
easy; volunteers not familiar with the
arena could be instructed on which
bolts to remove by just showing them
one flanged head bolt.

Once the walls and doors were
assembled, the roof was added.
Among the materials given to us by
Robobots were four 1-1/2’ x 1-1/2’ x
96” aluminum L-channels and two
pieces of 95” x 48” x 3/8” Lexan. The
Lexan was heavily scratched and not
suited for viewing through, but was
clear enough for lighting the arena.
The two L-channels were bolted
together to make a T bar which
straddled the center of the arena. The
Lexan was then trimmed to fit on top
of the walls with a 1” overhang all
around. A piece of 1”x1” aluminum L-
channel was attached to each wall
and the roof was clamped to them.
Using clamps meant we would not
need to line up bolt holes during
assembly at the event and would
make adding the roof easy.

The last step was to add the
bumpers. The C-channel was cut to fit
just inside of the walls and
permanently bolted to the floor. A
piece of 1/4” thick Lexan also from

Robobots was cut into 8”
height strips and bolted
to the C-channel. These
would be removed for
transport.

Event Day

The arena arrived
onsite at ColossalCon a
little after 6:30 am as
planned. By 7:00 am, the
van was unloaded and all

the components were staged and
ready for final assembly. Some of the
builders had already arrived, so plenty
of hands were available to help. The
saw horses, tables, bumpers, and
walls were set up in about 30 minutes
— everything fit together on the first
try. While this was being done, a few
extra touches were added. Two reels
of multi-color LED light strips were
attached to the top of the roof panels
and a pair of light-up buttons with
sound effects were placed at each
driver station: one for match start and
one for tap-out. The roof was added,
and the arena was complete and
ready for its safety check ahead of
schedule.

After final assembly, it was
discovered that door #2 was jamming.
The doors had shifted, causing the
slider bolts to not align with their clasp
correctly, making the doors very
difficult to unlock and relock. Rather
than fight with the door, it was decided
to leave it closed, and load and unload
using just door #1 — a minor
inconvenience. Midway through the
event, door #1 started to have trouble
latching, and the bucket under the pit
fell over a few times. Otherwise, the
arena functioned very well.

Teardown went very quickly.
Builders who volunteered to help with
this were able to complete their task
with minimum instructions. The arena
was disassembled and loaded onto
carts in less than 30 minutes.

Closing Thoughts 

Overall, the arena met all major

Floor sections placed on sawhorses;Lexan bumpers being assembled toaluminum channel.
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design goals with only
a few minor issues.
The biggest issue was
the doors not latching
properly. This seems
to be caused by the
doors shifting or
sagging. Using a
piano hinge instead of
a lap hinge to attach
the door to the frame
may be the cause.
This could be solved
by remounting the
doors with stiffer
hinges or using a latch
with more vertical
play. The next issue to be resolved will
be the pit bucket. Rather than simply
placing a large plastic bin under the
pit as was done with the old arena, a
pit enclosure that mounts to the
underside of the floor is needed.
Lastly, in spite of careful
measurements, there is about a 1/16”
variance in wall height that does allow

for some fingernail gaps between the
walls and the ceiling. These gaps are
not large enough to allow dangerous
debris to escape the arena, but
detract from the visual appeal and
should be covered up or filled in
somehow.

Structurally, the arena is very
sound; the walls took several good

hits without a flinch.
Also, the roof took a
few good hits without
jumping. Visually, the
arena looked very nice
and provided good
visibility to the
audience. 

LED lighting gave
the arena a slightly
eerie glow, and it
blinked and danced
with the background
music enhancing the
visual appeal of the
event. The light and
sound buttons did not

work as well as hoped. They didn’t
have enough volume to be effective in
the size of room we were in. For the
next event, a better system will be
needed for this function. 

This arena should serve ORC very
well for years to come. We would like
to thank our sponsors and volunteers
for helping make this happen.  SV

Fully assembled arenawith robots fighting.
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T
hese four 14 year olds — Julie Bray, Luke Clay,
Natalie Clay, and Ashton Cofer — comprise a
team of richly talented kids collectively known as
the Incredibots. According to proud team coach

(and mother of an Incredibots team member), Haruna
Cofer, the Incredibots are a FIRST® (For Inspiration and
Recognition of Science and Technology) LEGO® League
(FLL) team of four 9th graders from Columbus who are
passionate about robotics, research, and STEM outreach.
For the past three years, this team has been recognized for
their innovative solutions to widespread global problems
including earthquakes in third world countries, drowsy
driving accidents, and Styrofoam waste accumulation.

Earlier this year, the team received the top Champions
Award at the FLL World Championship in St. Louis, MO;
they were also the winner of the FLL Global Innovation
Award in Alexandria, VA. The Incredibots have received
national recognition in other competitions including Google
Science Fair, eCYBERMISSION, Christopher Columbus
Awards, and Bright Schools Competition. When the team is
not competing, they are involved in community outreach by
teaching robotics to Ohio youth in local schools, science
museums, scouting programs, and public events.

Yes, that team name does bear an “incredible”
similarity to a movie about a family of superheroes, but that
similarity is only name deep. “The team name was inspired
nine years ago by Disney’s movie, The Incredibles. The team
has since been competing in the FLL, and was also a winner
of the Google Lunar XPRIZE MoonBots competition, where
they designed robots to accomplish missions on a simulated
lunar landscape (https://youtu.be/ddFUeB79MvM),”
recalls Cofer.

Avid robotics experimenters will recall that FIRST was
founded in 1989 by noted inventor, Dean Kamen. Kamen’s
goal was to inspire and promote student’s appreciation of
science and technology. As described in their mission
statement, FIRST designs accessible innovative programs to
build self-confidence, knowledge, and life skills while
motivating young people to pursue opportunities in science,
technology, and engineering. Such was the goal at the sixth
annual FIRST LEGO League Global Innovation Award
presented by XPRIZE at a ceremony held this past June at
the US Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) in Alexandria,
VA. In this year’s challenge, students were tasked with
developing creative ideas to improve waste management.

Twenty FIRST LEGO League teams from 21 countries

Meet the
Incredibots!

A Group of Incredible Teenagers Win 
the FLL Global Innovation Award

By Dave Prochnow

Remember when you were 14 years

old? While that memory might be a

stretch for some of us, those

recollections probably conjure up

thoughts of fishing, comic books, and

awkward social moments. Certainly

not memories of patenting a

pollution-reducing product or winning

a $20,000 international science

competition. Well, that’s exactly what

a remarkable group of teenagers from

Columbus, OH do when they aren’t

scampering around soccer fields.
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vied for this prize. Their inventions for this FLL Global
Innovation Award were examined, studied, and evaluated
by a panel of expert judges who then selected a winning
team and two runner-up teams after meeting with all of the
participants over the course of a two day event. The
winning team received a cash award of $20,000 and the
two runner-up teams each received $5,000.

The winners were the Incredibots with their Styro-Filter;
runners-up were the Cyber Tigers of Austin, TX (with the

project, Water Soluble Six-Pack Rings) and the Robostallions
of Stuart, FL (their project was called Chipsulation).

So, how did the Incredibots tackle such a difficult
challenge? “Last year, a couple of our team members took
a trip to Central America and were overwhelmed by the
amount of Styrofoam trash littered on the beach. After
further research, we found that the existing solutions to
recycle Styrofoam were limited, and that inspired us to think
of a solution. When we found that Styrofoam was over

92% carbon, we hypothesized that
we could carbonize it into carbon,
which could then be converted into
activated carbon for purifying water.
It took us about a year to finalize our
[award-winning] Styro-Filter process,”
commented team member Cofer.

Consisting of a chemical process
for carbonizing the foam into
activated carbon and a water filter
apparatus for holding the activated
carbon, Styro-Filter sounds like a very
complex project. The junior Cofer
tried to simplify the project:

We all have a passion for
chemistry. We tested phosphoric acid
and potassium hydroxide. Although
both reagents worked, we found
that phosphoric acid resulted in a
higher surface area of the activated
carbon.

The water filter that we
conducted our water filtration tests
on was simply a disposable water
bottle cut in half with a couple holes
drilled in the cap, and a coffee filter
inside to hold our activated carbon.
Though our activated carbon could
also be used in commercial filters,
using it in a plastic bottle would also
reduce plastic water bottle waste!

In our testing, Styro-Filter was
able to reduce the levels of iron,
copper, and chlorine similar to
commercial grade activated carbon.
We anticipate that it will be safe to
drink, but we are still conducting
further tests.

When asked about the public
release of the carbonizing process,
team member Cofer quickly added,
“We filed a provisional patent on the
Styro-Filter process and plan to file a
full patent next. This will make our
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Post comments on this article at www.servomagazine.com/index.php/magazine/article/
October2016_Incredibots-Styro-Filter.
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method public so that others can build upon and improve
our process.”

As they enter high school, what does the future hold
for the Incredibots? Remarkably, the younger Cofer has a
handle on that question also:

Our team plans to use the $20,000 funding from the
FLL Global Innovation Award and also a $5,000 STEM-in-
Action grant from the Army Educational Outreach Program
to continue to further our project. One of our next steps is
to file a full patent on our Styro-Filter process. We also plan
to conduct more tests to increase the effectiveness of our
activated carbon and run a bench scale trial of our process
at a commercial activated carbon facility. We also plan to
continue to participate in FIRST robotics.

Those are some impressive goals. Just hope these kids
don’t forget to take some time out for fishing, comic books,
and those awkward social moments, too. SV
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Building the
KReduCNC
Z Drive

This month, we are going to
install the Z drive assembly.
It’s a little different than the X
and Y drives that you
installed previously. We will
also be reinstalling the Z
carriage.

By Michael Simpson
Post comments on this section

and find any associated files
and/or downloads at

www.servomagazine.com/index
.php/magazine/article/October

2016_CNC-Build-Z-Drive.

Z Drive Components

You will need the components shown in
Figure 1 to complete the Z drive assembly.
These consist of the following:

• NEMA 17 stepper motor
• 5 mm to 8 mm motor coupler
• 8 mm drive nut
• 8 mm x 7” drive screws
• Z motor mount kit
• Z mounting bracket

Hardware

In addition to the drive components
listed, the following hardware fasteners will
be needed for the assembly:

• Four #6-32 x 1-1/4” machine screws
• Four #6 washers

Figure 1
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• Four #6 internal tooth lock washers
• Four #6-32 hex nuts
• Two 1/4-20 cross dowels
• Two 1/4-20 x 1-1/2” hex bolts
• Two 1/4-20 hex nuts
• Two 1/4 washers
• Two #10-24 x 1-1/4” machine screws
• Two #10 internal tooth lock washers
• Two #10-24 hex nuts
• Four #10 flat washers
• Four M3-.5 x 10 mm cap screws
• Four #4 internal tooth lock washers

Z Drive Assembly

Assemble Motor Drive

To assemble the Z drive motor assembly, you first
need to mount the motor to the two Z motor mount
plates as shown in Figure 2. The motor is secured with
four M3-.5 x 10 mm cap head screws and four #4 lock
washers.

Next, install the motor coupler and drive screw as
shown in Figure 3. The 5 mm end of the coupler is
inserted on the motor and tightened. The drive 7” screw
is then inserted into the 8 mm end of the coupler, and
the coupler tightened once again.

Slip the motor mounting bracket over the screw and
coupler as in Figure 4. Secure with the four 6-32 x 1-1/2”
machine screws, lock washers, and nuts as shown.

Insert two cross dowels in Figure 5. Secure them
with two 1/4-20 x 1-1/2 hex bolts, washers, and nuts as
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Figure 3

Figure 2

Figure 4

Figure 5

A complete bill of materials, as well as additional information

can be found on my website at www.kronos robotics.com/ 

kreducnc. For any questions or comments, please visit the

SERVO Magazine forums at http://forum.nutsvolts.com/

viewtopic. php?f=49&t=17408.
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shown. Finger tighten only. Note that you will have to
remove the two #6 hex nuts and washers to insert the
cross dowels.

Replace the two #6 hex nuts and washers. The final
assembly should look like the one shown in Figure 6.

Install Drive Nut

Take the Z carriage plate and attach the Z drive nut
as shown in Figure 7. Notice the orientation as the drive
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Figure 8

Figure 9

Figure 7

Figure 10

Figure 6
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nut is attached to the back of the Z
carriage. Secure with two #10-24 x 1-1/4
machine screws, washers, lock washers,
and hex nuts as shown. Finger tighten
only.

Secure the Z carriage to the four
trucks with the 16 4 mm x 16 mm
machine screws you removed earlier.
Remember to add the lock
washer/washer combo to the screw as
shown in Figure 8.

Once the carriage plate is secured to
the four trucks, move it all the way to the
top and snug the upper screws. Next,
move the carriage plate to the bottom
and do the same with the lower screws.
Once you are happy with the movement
of the carriage, tighten all the screws.

Install Motor Drive Assembly

Slip the Z drive assembly over the two
shafts as shown in Figure 9. Notice the
orientation of the two 1/4” hex bolts.
They should be facing the rear. You may
have to loosen the bolts a little so the
assembly slides down over the shafts.

Slide the assembly all the way down
until the bottom of the motor bracket is
about 1/2” above the X carriage as in
Figure 10. Note that as you lower the
shaft, it will meet up with the drive nut.
Twist it into place.

Tighten the two bolts shown in
Figure 11. Then, secure with the two
nuts to keep them from loosening later.

Conclusion

This completes the KReduCNC Z drive
assembly. Leave the drive nut finger tight
until we attach the electronics. We will
need them loose to make later
adjustments. Your CNC should look like
the one in Figure 12.

Next month, we will start hooking up
electronics so we can get each axis
moving. SV
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Figure 12
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I
have always preferred the term Machine Intelligence
over Artificial Intelligence. The word artificial
generally denotes that something is fake — that it is
an imitation of the real thing. A major goal of AI
research is to make it possible for machines to think

more like humans, and calling it artificial just doesn’t seem
like a good start.

There are times, though, when imitating intelligence is
a good thing. Recently my robot, Arlo (see the four-part
series “The Robot You’ve Always Wanted,” which began in
the January 2015 issue of SERVO) was asked to speak at
STEMCON 2016: an educational convention touting the
virtues of STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics).

Arlo was to give an enlightening (and entertaining)
presentation during his breakout session. I accepted the
invitation because Arlo would get his own table throughout
the convention, which would allow me to tell hundreds of
teachers how they and their students could get free copies

of RobotBASIC from www.RobotBASIC.org. Figure 1
shows a picture of Arlo at our table.

I already had a nice demo for Arlo that showed off
many of his capabilities such as simple navigation, sensing
and avoiding objects in his environment, manipulating and
identifying small objects with his arms, accepting verbal
commands, and displaying emotions with a graphical face
synchronized to his voice.

I’ve found that such abilities often impress hobbyists
and others with a technical background because they
understand how difficult such things can be. Most of the
people at the convention, though, would be middle or high
school teachers and administrators — people without
backgrounds in electronics or programming. I wanted Arlo
to impress these people and I knew he would need more
than a conventional demo. After all, these people grew up
watching robots on TV and in the movies — their
expectations would be high.

After much thought, I came up with a list of ideas that
could make Arlo appear more intelligent than he really is.
All the ideas were easily implemented using Arlo’s existing
hardware and sensors. The really great thing, though, was
that many of the ideas can be applied to any hobby robot.
Below is a list of the ideas I used, along with some
implementation details. Hopefully, you can add some of
these ideas to your robot and make it even more impressive
at your next demonstration, whether it be for friends and
family or at your local robot club. All of the ideas will not
apply to every robot, of course, but even those that don’t
apply directly to your robot might inspire some ideas of
your own.

Show Emotions

When your robot demonstrates some form of
emotions, it can make it seem more lifelike to those
watching. This can be something as simple as being polite
by using words like please and thank you. It can be even

The goal of most robot hobbyists is to create a robot capable of
doing something that demonstrates some degree of intelligence. It
might be something as simple as following a line or a more complex
behavior such as being able to locate a charging station when
batteries are starting to deplete. Sometimes though, a robot just
needs to look intelligent. This article examines such situations and
offers suggestions for how to make your robot appear more
intelligent than it really is.

Imitation Al
By John Blankenship

FIGURE 1.
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more effective, though, if the displays of emotions are
unexpected. At our table, Arlo normally just stood there
using his animated eyes to look from side to side. This
generally caught the attention of those browsing the tables
and they would approach him.

When Arlo detected someone directly in front of him
(using his ultrasonic sensors), he would make the face
shown in Figure 2 and announce “Oops you surprised me”
before starting up a simple dialog and eventually inviting
them to his breakout room speech later that day. This was
far more effective than you might expect. As crazy as it
sounds, many people reacted to his surprise by telling him
they were sorry.

Always Respond

It is a good idea for a robot to always respond to
commands, even with something simple like “okay” or “all
done.” During the breakout session, for example, I asked
Arlo to move closer to the audience. After doing so, he
asked “Is this okay?” It may seem trivial, but having the
robot respond makes a big difference. Having the robot
respond with a question can be even better because it lets
you start a dialog which adds to the illusion of intelligence.
You could respond with “just a little more” or “not so
much” or “yes that is fine” and have the robot perform
accordingly.

Awareness of Surroundings

Showing an awareness of itself or its surroundings
makes a robot more real. If your robot says, for example,
that his batteries are getting low, then we know he
monitors at least that aspect of his being. The actual
awareness does not have to be real, though. When I
approached Arlo in the breakout room to give him a
command, for instance, he would use his perimeter sensors
to determine where I was and turn to face me before he
responded. As proof that such actions don’t go unnoticed,
during the question and answer period following Arlo’s
speech, one of the participants asked how Arlo knew
where I was when I gave him commands.

Be Helpful

I tried to make Arlo act much the same way as a
human might if we were presenting together at a
convention. Let’s look at an example. Arlo had a wireless
microphone in the breakout room that allowed him to
connect to a PA system to ensure everyone could hear.
Breakout sessions were scheduled throughout the day, so I
was busy setting up while everyone was entering the room.
I waited until everyone was pretty well seated and then
went to Arlo and told him I needed a sound check. He
responded by saying “Testing 1 2 3” several times while I

adjusted the amplifier’s volume.
Again, this seems like such a simple thing but it gave

the audience the impression that he was helping me — and
that gives many observers the impression that he could
probably help in other ways too. Whether he can or not is
unimportant. Just the fact that they think he might be able
to provide assistance when asked will elevate how they feel
about him.

Mimic Human Characteristics

If you just sit and watch a group of people, one of the
things you will notice is that they always move their eyes
before they move their heads, and generally they move
their heads before they turn their bodies. If your robot has
movable eyes or a movable head, it is a relatively easy task
to make it respond in a similar manner. For Arlo’s
presentation, I always made his eyes lead his turning
movements. If he needed to turn right, he would first move
his eyes to the right and then turn. This behavior gives
observers the feeling that he is looking to see if something
is in his way before he turns.

Anyone that truly understands his sensors would know
he can sense around his perimeter without moving his eyes
— in fact, to a technical person, it might make sense that
his turret mounted sensors turn first instead of his eyes. To
the average person, however, the head or eye movements
make the robot respond in a manner they are accustomed
to, and that makes him appear more intelligent.

Autonomous Actions

The more your robot appears to handle tasks without
your assistance or intervention, the more intelligent it will
appear. At the very end of Arlo’s speech, I talked with the
audience for a few minutes to stress a few things he
mentioned. I then said that it looked like we had time for a
few questions and casually walked over to Arlo and said,

FIGURE 2.
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“That will be all.” I walked back to the audience while Arlo
turned and found his way back to his original out-of-the-way
position. I immediately started answering questions and
was careful not to look back at Arlo. That made the
observers feel I trusted him — that he could handle some
things all by himself. I knew it was working because
everyone was watching him, even though I was supposedly
the current center of attention.

Single Word Commands

Arlo responds to single word commands, and that may
be his single most impressive feature. Let’s look at an
example to make this clear. Arlo searches every spoken
command string for key words. The key word SOUND, for
instance, initiates the response of him saying “Testing 1 2
3” several times. This means my software will perform
properly if I give the command “Let’s do a SOUND check”
or “We need to check the SOUND volume.” Any command
phrase that contains the word SOUND will work.

Since I can use a variety of phrases to get the same
response, someone watching Arlo will often feel like he is
actually understanding what is said. He is not, of course,
but I have found that even those with a technical

background can be impressed by this illusion of intelligence.
Having two key words that initiate the same response

takes the deception to a new level. I can order Arlo to
identify a bottle in his hand with either the word IDENTIFY
or the word WHICH. This means I can ask him to identify a
bottle with a wide variety of phrases such as “Identify that
for me,” “Which bottle is it,” “Can you identify that one,”
or “Which one do you have?”

Furthermore, when the identify subroutine executes, it
first checks to see if either of the robot’s hands hold an
object. If both hands are empty, the robot responds with,
“Sorry I do not have anything to identify.”

Summary

The suggestions in this article are based on how I tried
to make Arlo seem more intelligent for his STEMCON
appearance. Based on the reactions of those attending, I
think the ideas were very successful. Even if these ideas do
not apply directly to your robot, I hope they start you
thinking in a new direction.

Making your robot intelligent is a very difficult task, but
adding a few simple behaviors as described here can easily
enhance how people view your robot’s IQ. SV
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I
t was at Walmart that I first
saw the R2D2 shown in Figure
1, standing in one of the toy
isles at the store. From a

distance, it looked like a nice and
sturdy replica of the original R2D2.
Picking up the box and looking closer
at it, I discovered there was no
remote control or motors. Also
missing were the wheels on its base
to make it move around. Instead, it
was just a hollow plastic toy where
the head turns and the legs can be
positioned to various angles.

Okay ... where are the famous
animatronics that Disney is known
for? Where do I insert the batteries?
Where’s the beef? Mulling it over, I
was about to put it back, but thought
to myself that maybe I could modify
this R2D2 using some VEX robotic

components. The price was tempting
me, so I got it on “sale” for around
$50 and took it home.

R2D2 sat around my room for a
month or so watching me
expectantly, just like Pinocchio looked
at Geppetto wondering when he
could start moving around on his
own. So, feeling a little bit guilty, I
began looking through all my VEX
parts for the necessary components
needed to animate my R2D2. While I
could have used small gear boxes
recycled from some broken toys, and
the RC transmitter and receiver and
electronics needed to animate R2D2, I
stuck with VEX components to make
it easier to put together and later
program. The disadvantage to using
the VEX parts was their relative size
as compared to the actual toy robot.
Since the R2D2 stands at 1’ 6” and its
diameter is 8” (or about the size of a
small trash can), this means that space

By Daniel Ramirez

Figure 1. It was at Walmart that I first saw
this R2D2 standing in one of the toy aisles

at the store.

It wasn't so long ago that the latest Star Wars movie released by Disney and
again directed by George Lucas came out, with most of the original cast of
actors and robots, including R2D2. The original Star Wars trilogy has always
been one of my favorite sci-fi movies. Since the movie's 2016 release, there
has been a landslide of merchandising derived from the movie actors and
props.

Use VEX Parts to
Modify an R2D2
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Use the force, Luke ...                    
George Lucas
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to mount the various VEX components would be a bit tight.
Although it’s possible to modify the R2D2 toy without

making any permanent changes to it, I decided to forgo
keeping it in its original condition. First, upon close
inspection, I found an access panel shown in Figure 2 on
the back side of R2D2 that was probably intended for
batteries for an operational model. It gives you access to
most of the internal structure of R2D2 except for the legs
and the inside of the head.

Looking inside, you will find a small hole in the center
of the head subassembly along with another small hole
near the edge of the head that provides gearing. This
meant that a motor was supposed to go there to turn
R2D2’s head. The panel is large enough to fit the PIC
microcontroller v0.5, the 75 MHz receiver, and a VEX
rechargeable 7.2V battery. It would require a lot of effort
to make all the connections inside the robot’s body,
however. There are also screws that fasten the body and
head together that could be used to dismantle the robot,
but they are very cleverly hidden with no easy access and
would require special tools. For readers who want to face
the challenge of making R2D2 look “real,” it is possible to
place components completely inside the robot and not
make any permanent changes to it.

Tools You Will Need to Modify
R2D2

I found that a hot X-Acto™ knife really helped me to
cut out the plastic panels, and also that a hot glue gun is
very useful for securely gluing various components and
assemblies to R2D2 without damaging the toy. For safety,
always wear a pair of work gloves and goggles while
working with any kind of tools. Other items (besides the X-
Acto and glue gun) you will need to modify R2D2 include:

1. Candle
2. Matches
3. Screwdriver
4. Drill
5. VEX tools — hex and allen wrenchs
6. Flashlight
7. Pliers

Making the First Cut
The first step is to cut out a rectangular shape panel

from the bottom of R2D2 and the bottom of each of the
feet. It turns out R2D2 is made of tougher plastic than I
first thought! It was like cutting through bulletproof Kevlar
— especially with the tools I had available. (That’s why I
used a hot X-Acto!) The idea of using a Dremel tool which
would kick up tons of plastic dust wouldn’t work given my
allergies. I carefully heated the tip of the X-Acto blade with
the candle, and made small incisions into the plastic to cut
out each panel.

Figure 2. Upon closer inspection, I found an access panel on
the back side of R2D2 that was probably intended for batteries
to make the toy operational. It is shown here with the cover
removed; the temporary plastic panel is partially covering it.
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Be sure to work in a well
ventilated area to avoid plastic
fumes. A self-heating knife
could also be used to make the
cutouts.

It is possible to avoid
having to cut the panels from
each foot since wheels could
be mounted on them directly.
However, if you want the left
and right motors concealed,
you would need to not only
make those cuts but also
hollow out other structures in
each leg to make room for the
motors, gears, and wheels.

My solution was to place
two VEX motors (left and
right) outside each leg and to
drive a wheel axle with each
motor. Again, it is possible to
embed two small motors and
two gear boxes taken from
broken toys into the left and
right foot if you happen to have these parts available and
they fit inside.

R2D2 Motion
Subsystem

So, now that we have some easy
access to R2D2’s insides, we can start
by attaching two axles and two wheels
to each foot as shown in Figure 3.
This allows R2D2 to balance as long as
both legs are positioned parallel to
each other. Note that they can be
moved to various angles, although it
does take some force to do so.

Since even the smallest VEX
wheels did not fit, I found four pulleys
from an old Erector™ set that were the
perfect size. I coated them with a
smooth layer of hot glue and
smoothed it out even more with my
hot X-Acto to make sure there were no
bumps on them. Wheels around 1-
1/2” diameter can also be obtained
from small toy cars as long as they fit
correctly on R2D2’s feet.

The next step is to attach the
wheels to the center of each axle and
fasten them tightly with the wheel
(pulley) set screws. Next, mount the
axles with the wheels to the bottom of

R2D2’s feet. To do this step, I hot glued four VEX bearings
to each foot, with the axles pre-inserted to help with the

alignment. The axles must be aligned
parallel to each leg and to each other
for smooth motion.

Once the axles are aligned and
fastened, the left and right motors are
directly attached to one of the axles as
shown in the figure. The VEX motors
have enough torque to directly move
R2D2 so no additional gearing is
necessary.

R2D2 Head
Subassembly

The simple geared drive assembly
shown in Figure 4 is used to turn
R2D2’s head clockwise or counter-
clockwise using a VEX servo. It is made
from VEX metal strips cut to fit into
the body; another piece at the end
forms a “T” shape which is used to
fasten it to three points inside the
access panel. Two VEX gears — a 12-
tooth and a 36-tooth — are used to
rotate R2D2’s head. A VEX shaft is
attached from the top of R2D2’s head
down through the center hole in the
base of the dome and then through
the center of the 36-tooth gear. The

Figure 3. The R2D2 motion subsystem, consisting of two axles and two wheels attached to
each foot with two VEX motors and the VEX microcontroller mounted on the body.

Figure 4. A simple geared drive
subassembly used to turn R2D2's head
clockwise or counter-clockwise using a
VEX servo with a 12-tooth and a 36-

tooth gear.
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small 12-tooth gear is directly attached to the servo and
drives the 36-tooth gear adjacent to it. The gear drive
assembly is then fastened inside R2D2’s body, taking care
to align it properly by making sure that the center axle is
perpendicular to the robot’s base, and centered with the
hole on the robot’s dome (head). A VEX shaft collar was
then used so that it would not slip. Refer to Figure 5.

In order to allow the servo to rotate the robot’s head
to the maximum limits, you must first find out where the
mechanical stops are and center the robot’s head to be in
between the clockwise and counter-clockwise stops. Then,
attach the rod through the center of the large gear.

Alignment is crucial, so use a flashlight to make sure
the shaft is centered in the hole at the base of the dome.
Otherwise, the robot’s head may not turn smoothly. Once
aligned, fasten the gears using VEX shaft collars as shown,
and then use hot glue to attach the gear box to the inside
of R2D2’s body, making it level with the bottom of the
access panel. You can attach the inside “T” metal strip to
the inner lining of R2D2’s body by carefully dripping the
glue down inside to land at each end of the metal strip. I
found that three hot glued mount points are sufficient to
hold the gear box when the head is rotated.

R2D2 Control Subsystem
The yellow 75 MHz receiver is hot glued conveniently

2” above the main body bottom access panel so as not to
be in the way of the battery. Just add hot glue to the
receiver module and use the bottom access panel to attach
it inside the body wall. The yellow cable from the receiver
module should be routed to the bottom access panel
through a small notch cut out to pass all the electrical wires
(including the VEX servo cable) once the microcontroller is
mounted on the bottom of R2D2.

A VEX 7.2V volt battery is also placed inside R2D2
across the bottom access panel for easy access when it
requires recharging, and also helps lower the robot’s center

of gravity. You may also want to hot glue a
battery mount to help insure that the battery
does not move around inside the robot’s body.
Again, the power cables are routed through the
small square notch cutout.

Next, we attach the PIC microcontroller v0.5
to the bottom of the access panel by drilling three
holes. We can use three VEX bolts and nuts to
fasten the microcontroller under R2D2’s body.
When access is needed to the battery or other
inner component, just unscrew the
microcontroller and then fasten it back with the
nuts and bolts when done.

Electrical Connections
The VEX motors, servo, bumper wwitches,

and ultrasonic range finder are connected as shown in the
schematic in Figure 6. The battery wires and 75 MHz
receiver cable leading from R2D2’s body through the square
notch cutout are connected to the microcontroller
underneath.

The wires leading from the left and right motor are
directly connected to the motor inputs as shown in the
figure. Make sure that wires leading from the motors are
not dragging on the ground. Use some zip ties to hold
them if necessary.

Optional bumper switches can be connected to digital
inputs 9 and 10 (shown on the schematic) and are used to
stop the robot if they are triggered by hitting an obstacle.

The optional ultrasonic range finder is connected as
shown in the schematic. Make sure the right cables go to
the interrupt input and digital output 11.

R2D2 Firmware
No coding in easyC is necessary to get R2D2

operational. Just download the default VEX firmware
provided with the microcontroller if you have not already
done so; use the orange USB cable and it should work as
long as the electrical connections were made according to
Figure 6. This includes the functionality of the optional
bumper switches if they were installed. The optional
ultrasonic range finder is the only exception; it requires
additional logic which is not part of this project. I intend to
use it in the future for obstacle avoidance behaviors for
R2D2.

R2D2 Operation
The first step is to align and test the two motors and

servo that make up the R2D2 motion subsystem. Start this
process by laying R2D2 down before attempting the initial
alignments/tests so that it won’t fall or crash into
something. Power-up the microcontroller and then power-

Figure 5. The gearing subassembly mounted inside R2D2's body, used to
turn R2D2's head clockwise or counter-clockwise via a servo.
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up the transmitter. The microcontroller should be running in
RC mode upon power-up, so push or pull the left and right
joysticks on the transmitter to move the left and right
motors forward and backwards. Also test the head
movements by turning one of the joysticks to the left or
right. If everything is working, then place the robot on a
hard (wood) floor standing upright to begin operating it.

Tank steering is used to navigate the robot around a
room by pushing or pulling both the left and right joysticks
forward or backwards. Turning one of the joysticks left or
right will activate the servo and turn R2D2’s head clockwise
or counter-clockwise accordingly.

Switch on the microcontroller and transmitter, and
move the robot around the room while turning its head
using the left and right joysticks.

R2D2 Custom Mods
There are many other ways to modify this R2D2 toy,

but I will leave that to the reader’s imagination. This is just
one of the simpler ways of animating R2D2 so that it
actually moves around, making it an ideal gift for kids who
love RC toys (or Star Wars!). It can be modified for
advanced autonomous control with additional sensors, and
programming the microcontroller using easyC or ROBOTC
for more advanced autonomous or semi-autonomous
modes. Other customizations could include adding LED
lighting and even encoders to the wheels. SV

... and may the Force be with you.
George Lucas

Figure 6. VEX motors, servo, bumper
switches, and ultrasonic ranger are

connected as shown in this schematic. 
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Getting a
Handle on
Automatic
Doors
Part 2
By Chris Savage
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Opening Doors with DC
Motors

DC motors are pretty common in a lot of motor drive
units, such as those used in robotics, linear actuators, belt-
drive systems, etc. Unlike a servo, a DC motor can’t be
connected directly to the I/O pins of a microcontroller. The
servo has its own internal drivers and logic to control the
servo based on signals from the microcontroller (or RC
receiver). However, with a DC motor, you still need a driver
circuit. This driver circuit could be as simple as a transistor
to turn the motor on/off. If you need directional control of
the motor, then you would use a circuit called an H-bridge.

I’m not going to get into the details of how an H-
bridge works. There are many tutorials on the Internet that
can be found with a simple search. Suffice it to say that an
H-bridge allows us to not only turn the motor on and off,
but to reverse the polarity, changing its direction. While the
servo was able to change direction with a single I/O pin
based on the pulse width, the H-bridge has two inputs.

Figure 1 shows a highly simplified H-bridge diagram.
The M1 and M2 inputs control the polarity on either side of
the motor. Of course, there is a little bit more to it than
this, but I’m going to use an L293D IC, which is a quad half
H-bridge. By wiring everything up properly, this IC can be
used to control two DC motors. For purposes of this

project, I am only going to use one half of the IC since I
am only controlling one motor.

When you connect a DC motor to a power supply, it
spins in one direction. To change directions, you must
reverse the connections to the power supply. The H-
bridge does this for us using the two inputs to set the
polarity for each terminal. So, if you make one terminal
high and the other low, the motor spins in one direction.
Reverse those signals and the motor spins in the other
direction. Make them both low and the motors stop
since both terminals are effectively at ground level.
Figure 2 shows the wiring of the L293D on the
breadboard area of the Board of Education (BOE; from
Parallax). Refer to the schematic for more details.

This time, we’ll be
discussing motorized

door control. For each
part of this three-part

series, we’ll cover a
specific motor type as
well as a specific limit

switch type. In the
previous installment, I

focused on using
servos for motion and
optical limit switches.

In this article, I will
discuss DC motors

using mechanical limit
switches; Part 3 will

cover stepper motors
using magnetic

switches and Hall-
effect sensors. You
can mix and match

motor types with limit
switch types as your

project/application
dictates.

Figure 1. H-bridge
block diagram.
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DC Motor Demo
Back in Part 1, I showed you the

demo I built for the servo controlled door.
Here, I have built an entirely new version
with a DC motor in place of the servo,
and custom contact switches in place of
the optical sensors on the previous demo.
Other than those changes and the
addition of a driver IC, the two units are
virtually the same.

Remember, the limit switches are
interchangeable. I could have just as easily
used optical limit switches here or even
magnetic/Hall-effect versions, however,
this article demonstrates mechanical limit
switches.

Also note that this motor (Figure 3) is
total overkill for this demo. The motor has
the strength to tear the demo apart if there was a problem
with the motor shutting off while opening the door. A
much smaller motor could have been used this time, but I
wanted to use parts readily available and easy to mount,
and this motor fit the bill. It’s also
geared down which helps the door
move slower; it does increase the
torque of the output shaft
significantly, however.

Possible Issues
The DC motor will tend to

keep going for a bit when power is
removed. This means that when
the door reaches the point where
the limit switch is, it will want to
travel a bit further. For this reason,
I am using limit switches which
allow some leeway. The door is
also very light, so the limit
switches had to be made to
work with a very light touch.
In a larger application, this
probably wouldn’t be an
issue, but it is something to
keep in mind. Some H-bridge
configurations allow
something called “braking”
which can help stop the
motor faster. This is a
function of the H-bridge if
supported.

One more thing to
consider is that in this
specific demo, I am using a

power source and motor that can supply/use more current
than the L293D can switch. If there was an issue with the
motor stalling or the door binding, the IC might be
damaged. Always use a driver capable of handling the

maximum stall current your motor
can draw. With everything
operating smoothly, the L293D will
be running within its limits, but you
should never assume that will be
the case in a real world application.

Mechanical
Limit Switches

Mechanical limit switches
could be any electro-mechanical
device that makes or breaks
contacts when moved. This
function could be performed by
pushbutton switches, whiskers,

conductive tape, metal
strips, etc. I have even seen
a wooden clothes pin with
metal foil used as a switch!

In this case, we’re going
to use a whisker system
since we need the limit
switches to allow for some
play past their normal end
point. Figure 4 shows the
upper limit switch. Notice
that the whisker is flexible
and can bend some while
maintaining contact. The
limit switch boards have a
three-pin header to make
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Figure 2. Close-up of L293D wiring on breadboard.

Figure 3. Close-up of gear motor.

Figure 4. Close-up of upper limit switch.
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them easy to connect. Each board has ground, power, and
the signal pin, as well as a 10K pull-up resistor.

Figure 5 shows the lower limit switch. Again, it is set
up to allow for some flex. However, since this demo uses
such a light door with the downward force being only the
weight of the door and the control (fishing) line essentially
going slack when fully down, overshoot on the door closing
will not be an issue. The position of the whisker in relation
to the three-pin header it shorts against can be easily
adjusted. As a note, I borrowed this idea from the BOE-Bot
whiskers which use a similar system to detect when a
whisker is pressed.

Figure 6 shows the entire door assembly and limit
switches. You can see I added a long screw in the door
itself to provide a way for the limit switches to detect the
door moving up and down within the demo.

Example Code
The example code is for the BASIC Stamp 2 and can

easily be ported to any other microcontroller. It specifies all
the I/O definitions first, as well as the constants that define

the active/inactive state of the switches/sensors (yes/no).
During initialization, the code checks to see if the door is
partially open. It does this by checking to see if both limit
switch sensors read inactive (not closed). If this condition is
met, the door close routine is called. Otherwise, the code
enters the main loop while monitoring the pushbuttons.

The open/close routines are very simple. Upon entry
into the routine, the limit switch is checked. If it is active (in
this case, closed), the routine exits. This is always the first
thing done in case the door is already at its limit when the
routine is called. We don’t want to move the door before
verifying if it has reached its target position.

Since we’re using a DC motor to move the door, it
must be controlled by a driver; in this case, the L293D. This
driver IC will receive simple logic levels on the two inputs to
control the motor direction. Opening or closing the door
simply involves making one or the other motor control pins
high, and making them both low to turn it off. The loop
continues until the door reaches the limit switch and then
exits, turning off the motor and setting the status LED to
the corresponding color for that routine: green if the door
is open and red if it is closed.

Caveats
As discussed, DC motors can overshoot

their target when opening a door. This is
because when you turn off the motor, most
will continue spinning for a bit. This can be
compensated for in the limit switches by
setting them to allow for some overshoot, and
also by using an H-bridge that helps brake the
motor, stopping it sooner. Gearing the motor
lower may also help. Some systems include a
tension spring so that at each limit the drive
system can absorb the overshoot.

Mechanical switches are more likely to fail
over time. Contacts can go bad. Wear and
tear on the switch can break it. In an end use
application, it is recommended that you also
include some sort of protection against a bad
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Figure 5. Close-up of lower limit switch.

Figure 6. Complete door assembly and limit switches.
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mechanical limit switch. This is often done by
measuring the current draw of the motor; if it
exceeds a certain value, the motor is shut
down.

Sometimes a position encoder is used in
conjunction with the limit switch. With
mechanical limit switches, it is often possible
to determine the most likely failure mode
(open/closed) and design around it such that the most
likely failure mode is the active position, resulting in the
door not moving during a failure.

Final Thoughts
While DC motors are very common in door

mechanisms, they are usually incorporated into a linear
actuator. A linear actuator contains a DC motor on a worm
gear which moves a shaft in/out. Most linear actuators
include built-in limit switches, and some even have encoders
to provide positional feedback. They will also usually switch

their own internal power, so you don’t need to monitor the
switch and control the power. Simply reversing applied
power or (in some cases) the state of a secondary power
line will be sufficient. Using two buttons in the demo was
done for clarity, completeness, and simplicity. The code and
hardware could easily be designed to work with just one
button or even none — it could receive the command from
some other part of your code or a flag variable.

We’ll be discussing other options for limit switches in
the next part. You can email me any questions you may
have and visit my webpage for more info on this and other
projects (see Resources). SV

Parts List
(1) Board of Education Full Kit USB (#28803)

(1) Li-Ion Power Pack Full Kit (#28989)

(1) DC Gear Motor (#28819)

(1) Bi-Color T1-3/4 LED (#350-00005)

(1) 220 ohm 1/4W 5% Carbon Film Resistor

(#150-02210)

(4) 10K 1/4W 5% Carbon Film Resistor (#150-

01030)

(4) N.O. Pushbuttons/Switches/Contacts

(1) L293D or Other H-Bridge Driver IC

Notes
All connections are to Board of Education
(#28850)
BOE powered by Li-Ion pack (#28989)
Servo voltage jumper in either position
Part numbers are from Parallax

Schematic
diagram.

For the finest in robots,
parts, and services, go to

www.servomagazine.
com and click on

Robo-Links.

COMPONENT LEDs • LED BULBS • LED ACCENT LIGHTSs • LT LEDs • L • LCOMPONENT LEDs • LECOMPON ENT LIGHACCEN AULBSBS • LED ENSED BULBS • LED ACCENT LIGHTS
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A
few years ago, a colleague of mine introduced
me to a microcontroller called the Propeller
(thanks Pete!). It has eight cores and round
robin style shared memory access. Since then,
I’ve found myself reaching for the Propeller

micro more and more, as my projects often require
simultaneous data acquisition, serial communication, and
other operations.

A lot of concurrent processes sure sounds like

something a quad would need. PID loops need to be run
for motor control; the ESC (electronic speed controller)
outputs need to be generated; sensors and radio inputs
need to be read; and any ground station communication
needs to be handled.

An interrupt at the wrong time on a traditional micro
could set a nasty crash in motion, but that’s not a problem
with the Propeller. If you want to see a lot of neat uses of
the Propeller, you should check out Jon McPhalen’s column
“The Spin Zone” in Nuts & Volts (www.nutsvolts.com).

Kit and Components
To get started, you’ll need to order the ELEV-8 v3 kit

(Figure 1) which retails for $500 on the Parallax website
(www.parallax.com/product/80300). In addition to the
basic kit, you’ll need an RC radio receiver. Since we used
the Turnigy 9x for our H-quad build, I just bought another
receiver for $20 on Amazon (https://amzn.com/
B00URCLNKW). If you do not have a controller and radio
system yet, you can buy a really nice Spektrum system that
Parallax uses and recommends (the DXe is $89, while the
DX7 is $349). You’ll also need a battery. Recommended
batteries include a 3,300 mAh and 5,300 mAh 3S LiPo
pack. I’m using the Gens Ace 5,300 mAh pack in this article
(www.parallax.com/product/752-00017).

Any 3S charger will do for the battery. I’m still using
the Turnigy, but it is far from fast and I’m looking for an
alternative.

Maybe you’ve been thinking about getting into multi-rotors after our series of
articles about building an H-quad, but do not feel like you need to completely
scratch build your multi-rotor. It takes some tooling, a lot of time, and is a process
that requires a lot of tuning as we saw. As an alternative to a scratch build, this
month I’m going to assemble and fly the ELEV-8 v3 quadcopter kit from Parallax,
Inc. This is Parallax’s latest update to an already very successful product.

The 
Multi-Rotor
Hobbyist

Review of the Parallax
ELEV-8 v3

By John Leeman

Post comments on this section and
find any associated files and/or

downloads at 
www.servomagazine.com/

index.php/magazine/article/
October2016_MultiRotorHobbyist-

ELEV-8-Review.
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Figure 1. The entire kit is packed in a surprisingly small box.
All of the key specifications are listed and the quoted build
time of 4-8 hours seemed to be just about right.
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Finally, you’ll need
a Windows computer
and USB A to micro B
cable. I did everything
on a Windows 10
machine (Surface Pro)
and didn’t have any
major issues.

Parallax also sells a
crash pack (Figure 2)
that includes parts that
are commonly
damaged in a wreck,
including landing gear, motor mounts, saddle washers,
propellers, and a few other parts. If you are a first time
flyer, this is a must. Even experienced fliers crash, and it is
really frustrating to be stuck waiting on parts after one.

Ken Gracey did a short Q&A with engineer, Kyle
Montgomery on the Parallax site (www.parallax.com/
news/2015-12-10/parallax-ceo-ken-gracey-interviews-
mechanical-engineer-uav-designer-kyle-montgomery).
Reading this will give you a more personal experience with
the product as you can put faces to the unit and hear
about the design process.

Getting Started
Head over to the Parallax assembly instructions

(http://learn.parallax.com/tutorials/robot/elev-8/elev-
8-v3-quadcopter-assembly-guide) and go through the
introduction and recommended readings on UAV safety,
laws, etc. Remember that — as I’ve discussed before — your
quad is a flying set of blenders that can result in serious
harm and property damage if used improperly or
irresponsibly.

There is a list of recommended tools in the assembly
guide. I won’t reproduce it here, but I recommend getting
your bench cleaned off and then setting these tools out for
quick access. Next, you should lay out the parts (Figure 3)
and make sure they match the kit contents listing.

Assembly
The assembly is divided into eight sections — each with

a defined sub system or two and a time estimate. Again,
I’m not going to re-write all of the instructions because
Parallax has already done a great job of that. I will briefly

talk about each section though, and some of the major
steps. I assembled my ELEV-8 by following the directions on
an iPad where I can zoom and go backwards/forward
easily. Please do not print the assembly guide. It’s over 90
pages of dead tree plus your printer toner/ink.

The entire assembly process took me about five hours
which included doing the photographing for the article, but
take it slow. If you are inexperienced, take it even slower.
You want to get this right the first time as mistakes can
cost you in replacement hardware or a dangerous first flight
that ends in disaster.

Section 1 —  Assemble the
Booms

The first part of the assembly has us dealing with the
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Figure 4. Four complete motor and mount assemblies. The
mounts are meant to be expendable in a crash to save the

more expensive motors from damage.

Figure 3. The parts come pre-bagged and semi-sorted. Pretty
much everything you need for assembly is included, even

the safety glasses!

Figure 2. The crash
pack is a handy thing

to have on hand. It
contains the most

often damaged parts in
a wreck. It’s small

enough to throw into
your flight backpack.
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motors and mounting them to their support arms. One
important step that I never knew existed was adding Loctite
to some set screws deep in the housing on the motors. I’m
going back to check if the motors we used on the H-quad
have these screws and you should too. In the rest of the
section, we mount the motors to their motor mounts
(Figure 4) and eventually mount them to the booms.

The booms are really nice anodized aluminum tubes
that are strong but lightweight. Be sure not to crush them
when tightening the mounts. Also pay special attention to
the length of screw you are using. The motors mount with
one screw longer than the other to allow the landing gear
to share the inside mounting point.

I really like the attention to detail with the grommet to
prevent wire damage by the wire feedthrough hole in the
boom and the tube plugs in the ends
of the booms to keep them from filling
with dirt and other debris. At the end
of this section, we should have four
complete motor/boom/landing leg
assemblies (Figure 5).

Section 2 —
Assemble the
Chassis

Next, we assemble the chassis of
the quad. The chassis is a two plate
design that sandwiches the booms in
between the layers using saddle
washers to make the mechanical
connection nice and firm. This section
was a little tricky as it required placing
the screws through the top chassis
plate (again pay attention to length)
and then using a book to be able to flip
the plate over with the screws held in
place (Figure 6). (FYI — the ARRL extra

class study manual is the exact right height for this job.)
In the instructions, you are asked to use a bit of tape to

mark the forward direction on the airframe, but this design
has been improved a bit and the directions are silkscreened
on both sides of the part now. Being able to get it all
together without having any screws fall off the edge of the
support book can be a challenge depending on the book.
Take your time! To finish up the basic chassis, we insert the
battery straps and padding material. Again, this is great
attention to detail. The finished chassis is surprisingly light
and very rigid (Figure 7).

Section 3 —  Connect the ESCs
This section is possibly the

quickest and simplest of all. We
connect the ESCs (electronic speed
controllers) to the motors and route
the ESC control wires through the
frame. The bullet connectors are very
tight which is good for connection
reliability, but they can be a little
tough to work with. Again, patience is
important!

Section 4 —  Make
the Isolation
Assembly

The isolation assembly is a really
ingenious way to separate the
electronics and sensors from vibration
on the quad’s frame. In our H-quad,
we used a wooden body which helped
some, but this is really a very nice
solution. The power distribution board
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Figure 5. A completed motor boom arm. The landing gear is
designed to help absorb shock from a hard landing. Pay
special attention when picking out the screws to mount the
motor as they are different lengths!

Figure 6. Parallax recommends using a
book to help flip the chassis plate with

the eight screws inserted. The extra class
license manual is just the right size and

height to make this step easy.

Figure 7.
The

complete
airframe is

ready to
receive the
electronics.
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and flight controller are assembled
into a stack and mounted on a set
of rubber dampeners. Before you
assemble the PCB (printed circuit
board) stack though, take a few
minutes to look at the board
layout. It’s a really great job, and if
you are into laying out your own
PCBs, is a good example. The laser
etched top plate is a nice visual
element also.

To get the protective paper off,
I recommend soaking it in hot
water instead of peeling at bits of
the paper forever. Before putting
the top plate on, you place a foam
block over the pressure sensor to
protect it from the effects of direct
sunlight and wind noise. The final
assembly contains all the power
distribution and smarts the quad needs (Figure 8).

Section 5 —  Install the
Electronics

In section 5, you will install the radio, connect the
ESCs, and mount the electronics platform to the chassis.
You might have to get a bit creative if you have used a
different receiver (Figure 9). Luckily, there are a lot of
different mounting slots and holes. The kit comes with nice
rubber parts to help isolate the electronics stack from any
vibrations in the frame (Figure 10). 

These were a little bit fiddly to get installed, but in
reality only took about five minutes. It’s a nice touch that
shows how much thought went into the design.

The flight controller is connected to the radio with a set
of jumper cables. I had to play around a bit to find the best

routing option for the cables. The
manual shows recommendations
for a couple of different receivers,
but you’ll have to experiment for
your specific setup. I’m thinking
about putting mine in some split-
loom or wrap tubing to tidy up
the appearance even more.

The last big assembly step is
installing the battery. Remember
the calculation we did a few
months ago about how much
energy is stored in a battery? The
battery I’m using (5,300 mAh) is
larger than that example (3,000
mAh), so be very careful. 

I mark the connectors with a
bright color to help ensure that I
never even come close to trying to
mate them backwards. Yes, I’m

paranoid about this, but I have a burned spot on my carpet
from a project awhile back that justifies this paranoia.

Section 6 —  Software and
Firmware

This section of the manual has very detailed
instructions on how to bind and test the Spektrum
receiver/transmitter setup. Since I’m still using my Turnigy
setup to control all of my models, I followed the same
binding procedure we used in the H-quad build (see the July
issue of SERVO). Most modern radios allow you to save
multiple models in their memory. 

The Turnigy has an eight model memory. I was able to
program my H-quad and the ELEV-8 into the radio. Naming
them was a tedious exercise in pressing buttons on the
transmitter and listening to it beep each time. Keeping the
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Figure 10. The vibration isolation is a really great way to
ensure that any vibration from the propellers is not
transmitted through the chassis to the stabilization

electronics.

Figure 8. The electronics stack is really nicely
engineered, and the layout and polish are very

nice. Notice the foam block underneath the
“v3” to shield the pressure sensor from sunlight

and direct wind that could affect its readings.

Figure 9. Experiment with mounting your receiver. There
are plenty of holes and slots to fit most any shape, size,
or configuration.
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models organized in memory is important though, so you can
always load the setup for the right model on the first try.

Installing the ground station software was
straightforward. It only runs on Windows 7/8/10. For my
setup, I used a Surface Pro running Windows 10. First, you
install the SimpleIDE (integrated development environment)
to Flash the firmware onto the flight controller, then you
download the firmware to Flash, and finally install the
ground side software.

Flashing the firmware is a very easy task. There is
hardware on the board to allow you to just plug in a micro
B USB cable, open the firmware in SimpleIDE, and press the

“Load EEPROM & Run” button (Figure
11). No FTDI adapter board, programming
cable, or other fuss needed. Big thumbs
up on clear instructions for this step. 

I have worked with the Propeller
microcontroller on other projects and am
looking forward to playing with the code
to add in extra sensors and functionality.
The code is all very well documented and
open.

Next, we fire up the ground station
software and check out the settings for
the radio link. Here, we test the range of
motion and see which channels need to
be inverted (Figure 12). It is particularly
important to make sure that you have an
accessory switch configured as “Gear.” 

On my Turnigy radio, I had to use the
menu system on the radio to assign a
switch to this channel. Refer to the
instructions on your radio for specific
directions. This switch will be used as a
flight mode selector for the ELEV-8.

Section 7 —  Configure the ESCs
Calibrating the ESCs is very easy with the ground

control software. You simply follow the instructions that tell
you when to connect and disconnect the battery, and the
software does the rest! Lots of beeping happens during this
process, but Parallax even has a sound file so you can hear
what a successful calibration sequence sounds like.

We also need to check the spin directions of the
motors to make sure everything is going in the correct
direction. The spin directions are silkscreened on the top

plate (again, beautiful attention to detail). There is
a button in the ground station software to spin up
one motor at a time. I used a tape flag to help me
see which direction they were spinning. On the
build, luck wasn’t in my favor as I had to reverse
three out of the four motor directions.

Now that everything is hooked up correctly,
we can zip tie the ESCs down and clean up any
final routing details.

Section 8 —  Final Testing
In the final testing section, we install the

propellers and check the range of the radio setup.
Again, remember that with the propellers
installed, the quad can be quite dangerous — test
and fly safely. Make sure you are putting the
correct rotation direction propellers on the correct
motors! Not doing so will result in a spinning and
flipping (not flying) quad. The included radio

Figure 11. Uploading the firmware is quite easy with the SimpleIDE. Just open
the main program and click the “Load EEPROM & Run” button.

Figure 12. These are the ground station software settings that worked
for my Turnigy radio setup. Your setup may vary depending on the
radio and hookup used.
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range instructions are for
the Spektrum radio;
again, be sure to check on
the proper procedure for
your given radio system.

Kit and Build
Review

I have to say that I
was really impressed with
this kit. The quality of the
parts is great and should
withstand some learning
mishaps. The build
instructions were very
detailed and included lots
of photos. It would have
been handy if the parts
had been sectioned off (in
a heat sealed tube for
example), but it didn’t
take long for me to sort
them into piles on my bench. Just be careful as some of the
screws are very similar in length.

The airframe design is very robust and seems like it
should be relatively easy to replace parts on if there is a
crash. Little things like the use of wire grommets, tube end
caps, and the vibration dampeners made me feel like there
was a lot of thought (or possibly several crashes) behind the
development of this. The entire design is open source, and
you can even download all of the necessary SolidWorks 3D
CAD files from the resources section on the Parallax
website.

Ground Station Software
The ground station software has a lot of knobs that

you can turn to play with calibration and tuning of the

Figure 13. To arm the quad, hold both
control sticks down and to the center. After
a few seconds, the quad will beep and the
props will begin spinning at a low rate.

Figure 14. To disarm the quad, hold both
control sticks down and to the outside. After

a few seconds, the quad will beep and the
props stop.

Figure 15. Pay special attention to the flight mode you are
in! Trying to fly in manual mode when expecting self-
leveling is a quick way to end a flight. Just remind
yourself to do a quick check before liftoff.

ELEV-8 v3

        $500

Order online or call
888-512-1024
(M-F, 8AM-5PM, PT)

- without soldering. 
Fly up to 20 minutes or carry a 3.3 lb payload. Easy to 
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quad, as well as system testing. It is Windows only, which
could be a disadvantage for some folks. I’ve found that I
must have machines capable of running Windows, Linux,
and Mac OS (or at least running them as virtual machines).

The graphics in the ground station software are not as
fancy as those in the LibrePilot ground station (the
wireframe of the quad and the simulated transmitter stick
position indicators, for example). This is not really a huge
deal, but something that could be a great summer project
for someone wanting to learn how to code (the software is
written in C#).

Flying the ELEV-8
Getting the ELEV-8 off the ground is similar to our H-

quad build. To arm the quad, you hold the controls down
and to the center (Figure 13). As soon as the quad is
armed, the rotors begin to spin at a low speed. Disarming
and stopping the rotors is done with the controls in a down

and out position (Figure 14).
The most important thing to check is the

mode setting of the quad. When armed, the RGB
LED on the flight controller will either blink green
and orange or green and blue (Figure 15).
Changing the position of your “gear” switch (or
whichever switch you assigned to this function)
should change between these two patterns. The
green and blue pattern is “stability mode” and
what most of us will be used to flying in. 

The quad keeps itself level and flies similarly
to other commercially available ready-to-fly
models. The green and orange blinking represents
“manual mode.” This is pretty difficult to master
as you are in full control with no real stability
assistance. It’s easy to forget to check this, so if
your takeoff is acting strangely or flight seems

odd, triple check this.
Flying the ELEV-8 is a ton of fun. Out of the box, the

quad is ultra-responsive. There is a ton of excess power
available. Pushing the throttle to the maximum on takeoff
produces an almost alarming ascent rate! This means there
is a lot of thrust to lift interesting payloads. The
specifications quote a 20 minute flight time unloaded and a
3 lb (1.36 kg) payload capacity. I’ve found that the flight
time is about right and the payload capacity is slightly
higher if you are willing to run with slightly reduced
responsiveness and a shorter flight (Figure 16).

I did notice that there is a slight “coning” type motion
during hover. This could be eliminated by adjusting the
control loop gains (PID loops and control gain adjustment
are planned for an upcoming article). This motion was
minor and did not interfere with flying in any way, but
would make a camera gimbal work hard to keep any video
stable.

Closing Thoughts
If you want to get into multi-rotors but

our H-quad build was a little intense for
you, this is a great way to still have a
hands-on assembly experience without
having to cut and drill the materials
yourself. This is a really sharp looking quad
that is powerful, versatile, and resilient
(Figure 17).

My favorite thing about the ELEV-8 is
that it is designed to be expanded upon
and hacked. It’s possible to add sensors,
servos, telemetry, and other features to
make your quad do whatever you wish. I
think adding telemetry and sensors could
be in my future for sure. There’s still time
to drop some holiday hints to your friends
and family, as well! SV

Figure 16. The ELEV-8 is quite strong! Of course, there is a payload-
flight time tradeoff, but this is a serious quad that can do serious
work!

Figure 17: The completed ELEV-8 after a successful maiden flight. There is
plenty of power and great maneuverability.
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The SERVO Webstore

Robotics Demystified
by Edwin Wise

YOU DON'T NEED ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

TO LEARN ROBOTICS!

Now anyone with an

interest in robotics 

can gain a deeper

understanding —

without formal training,

unlimited time, or a

genius IQ. In Robotics

Demystified, expert

robot builder and

author Edwin Wise provides an effective 

and totally painless way to learn about the 

technologies used to build robots! $19.95 

Build Your Own Teams of
Robots with LEGO® 

MINDSTORMS® NXT and
Bluetooth®                 

Plan, design, assemble,

and program robot

squads that 

communicate and 

cooperate with each

other to accomplish

together what they can’t

do individually. Inside

the authors show you

how to construct a team capability matrix

(TCM) and use the Bluetooth Robotic-

Oriented Network (BRON) so your robot

teams can share sensors, actuators, end effec-

tors, motor power, and programs.$30.00

ROBOTICS
Arduino Robot Bonanza

by Gordon McComb
Create high-tech 
walking, talking, and
thinking robots.
"McComb hasn’t
missed a beat. It’s an
absolute winner!"

Breathe life into the

robots of your dreams

— without advanced

electronics or programming skills. Arduino

Robot Bonanza shows you how to build

autonomous robots using ordinary tools and

common parts. Learn how to wire things up,

program your robot's brain, and add your

own unique flair. 

$29.95 

CD-ROM SPECIALS

Making Things Move: 
DIY Mechanisms for Inventors,

Hobbyists, and Artists
by Dustyn Roberts

In Making Things Move:
DIY Mechanisms for
Inventors, Hobbyists,
and Artists, you'll learn
how to successfully build
moving mechanisms
through non-technical
explanations, examples,
and do-it-yourself 
projects — from kinetic
art installations to 
creative toys to energy-harvesting devices.
Photographs, illustrations, screenshots, 
and images of 3D models are included for
each project. 
$29.95

Build Your Own 
Humanoid Robots

by Karl Williams

GREAT 'DROIDS, INDEED!

This unique guide to

sophisticated robotics

projects brings

humanoid robot

construction home to

the hobbyist. Written by

a well-known figure in

the robotics community,

Build Your Own

Humanoid Robots pro-

vides step-by-step directions for six exciting

projects, each costing less than $300.

Together, they form the essential ingredients

for making your own humanoid robot.

$24.95
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To Order Call 800 783-4624
or visit our webstore

10.2016 FEATURED

Robot Builder's Sourcebook 
Fascinated by the world of robotics
but don’t know how to tap into the
incredible amount of information
available on the
subject? Want the
names, addresses,
phone numbers,
and web sites of
companies that
can supply the
exact part, plan,
kit, building 
material, 
programming 
language, operating system & 
computer system? Robot Buider’s
Sourcebook is just what you’ve been
looking for!
$36.00
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PROJECTS

The SERVO Buddy Kit

An inexpensive circuit you can build to 

control a servo without a microcontroller.

For more information,
please check out the

May 2008 issue
or go to the 

SERVO webstore.

Includes an article reprint.

$39.55

3D LED Cube Kit

SPECIAL OFFERS

Order online 
www.servomagazine.com

From the 
article “Build
the 3D LED
Matrix Cube”
as seen in the
August 2011
issue of
Nuts & Volts Magazine.

This kit shows you how to build a really
cool 3D cube with a 4 x 4 x 4 
monochromatic LED matrix which has a
total of 64 LEDs. The preprogrammed
microcontroller that includes 29 patterns
that will automatically play with a runtime
of approximately 6-1/2 minutes.
Colors available: Green, Red, Yellow & Blue.
Jig and plastic cases also available.

$57.95
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PS2 Servomotor Controller Kit

This kit accompanied with your own
PlayStation controller will allow you to

control up to six servomotors.
Includes all components and 

instruction manual.
For more information, please see the

February 2011 
edition of SERVO Magazine.
Assembled units available!

$79.95

Build Your Own Quadcopter:
Power Up Your Designs with the

Parallax Elev-8
by Donald Norris

Build a custom 
multirotor aircraft!
Build and customize

radio-controlled 

quadcopters that take

off, land, hover, and

soar. Build Your Own

Quadcopter: Power Up

Your Designs with the

Parallax Elev-8 features step-by-step assembly

plans and experiments that will have you

launching fully functioning 

quadcopters in no time.

Reg $50.00 Sale Price $39.95
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a is a wheel, so it seems appropriate that this
October we revisit one of our favorite projects: our
large pneumatic punkin chunker. Any constant
readers of SERVO Magazine might think that we
seem to write about air cannons as often as Stephen

King spins yarns about possessed machinery, but we
promise that this project is as different from our previous
efforts as From a Buick 8 is from Christine.

In the October and December 2015 issues, we built
large PVC air cannons so that we could partake in the age
old October tradition of punkin chunkin. We even built a
mini air cannon for the Agent 390 tracked base from
Actobotics in the April 2016 issue. We like to think of those
projects as just a prelude to something bigger, like Night
Surf to The Stand. We perpetrated some pulpy pumpkin
carnage with our PVC cannons, but what kind of orange
inferno could be wrought with a high pressure steel
cannon?

Designing something for a high pressure application
presents a unique host of challenges: specialized parts are

required, and new design problems rear their heads like
living topiary animals that sneak up behind your back.
Could we track down all the parts we needed for a high
pressure pumpkin apocalypse? Or would the unique
demands of this extreme application leave us helpless like
victims trapped in a tiny Pinto by Cujo?

Needful Parts

The first step to a prom night prank that will horribly
backfire is to track down a bucket of pig’s blood.
Fortunately, the first step to building a high pressure
cannon is less messy. Identifying the pipe and fittings we
needed would require us to nail down some design
specifics, but the skeleton of the design was already there.
We would go with the three pronged trident design of our
previous efforts. We want to strike a balance between a
chunker that is high pressure, large scale, and not
prohibitively heavy. 

That’s a lot of variables to start with, so we picked a
pressure to shoot for that would be as surely destructive as
the consequences of the aforementioned prom night prank:
3,000 psi fit the bill.

PVC, needless to say, would not work for a 3,000 psi
cannon. What we needed was Schedule 160 steel pipe. We
settled on a 2.5” pipe diameter — a bit smaller than the 4”
PVC cannons, but big enough to look appropriately
menacing. High pressure fittings come in a few flavors, and
our overriding design consideration was ease of
manufacturability. We had threaded fittings and socket
weld fittings to choose from, so we opted for the threaded.

Threaded fittings are significantly heavier than socket
weld fittings, but much easier to install. We’re not top
notch welders, but we can thread pipes together with the
best of them — sometimes, threaded is better. Though, we
did find that even the pipe sealant for a 3,000 psi
application was a little tougher than usual to track down.
And a bit more expensive.

Nailing down the valve was a trickier proposition. The
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ideal solution for a robotic punkin chunker would be a
solenoid valve that we would simply need to put power and
control to; like a large scale version of the electric sprinkler
valve we used on the mini tank and the first incarnation of
the chunker. We were looking for a ball valve that would
ideally be about the same diameter as the pipe to avoid
excessive pressure drop over the valve, so about 2.5” or so.

The problem is that large diameter/high pressure
solenoid valves are as prohibitively large, heavy, and
expensive as is an entire set of signed first edition Stephen
Kings. Some of the solenoid valves we researched tipped
the scales at over 50 lbs. If we wanted to make a large
scale/high pressure punkin chunker, we would have to find
another way.

Another way would be to pick up a high pressure ball
valve and come up with our own way to actuate it. Finding
a high pressure ball valve that was reasonably priced was a
chore, but eventually we discovered a 2” Dynaquip ball
valve that fit the bill. We opted for a 2” valve instead of a
2.5” version to control costs (the price difference was
significant), and to ensure that any projectile wouldn’t fall
back into the valve. There were other benefits too.

Since we were looking at a manual ball valve, the high
pressure chunker would need some sort of actuation
mechanism. An important parameter to consider when
designing the actuation mechanism is the actuation torque
of the valve — how much torque it takes to open and close
it. Many of the catalogs for the valves included helpful plots
of actuation torque, and they revealed an interesting
relationship. The pressure and actuation torque had a
proportional relationship: the higher the system pressure,
the higher the actuation torque. 

We saw that for high pressure valves, the pressure drop
over the valve was lower for larger diameter valves, and
that a valve of at least a 2” diameter had significantly less
pressure drop than smaller valves. So, a 2” valve looked like
a safe bet. We opted for a 6,000 psi rated valve for safety
reasons.

We were actually hoping to have everything we needed
to build the high pressure chunker by the time this article
deadline rolled around. Instead, we learned the hard way
that parts for extreme conditions (like high pressure ball
valves rated to 6,000 psi) are sometimes custom parts with
long lead times. We’ll have to be patient like Pennywise the
Dancing Clown, but fortunately we won’t have to wait 28
years to resume our wave of pumpkin terror. The part
would be ready in a couple weeks, but unfortunately that
would be a little too late for us.

Cycle of the Punkin Chunker

In any event, we’ll be able to test out some trigger
designs as we wait for the rest of the high pressure parts to
arrive. Refining a trigger design would be important
because opening the valve by hand next to a vessel

pressured to 3,000 psi struck us as risky as taking a winter
caretaker job at a remote Colorado hotel.

Our second PVC prototype uses a large diameter ball
valve, and we used it to verify that pressure drop does
indeed play a huge role in the effectiveness of an air
cannon. The ball valve is manual, and comes with a large
blue handle that turns 90 degrees to open or close. Last
time, we never fully robotified the cannon, so we essentially
wreaked pumpkin havoc by hand like Normal Daniels. With
an automatic trigger, we could wreak pumpkin havoc

Twin brothers hack whatever’s put in front of them, then tell you about it.
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remotely like Carrie White.
We needed to craft a mechanism that would rapidly

open the ball valve. Since we could only load one projectile
at a time, we would only need to worry about opening the
valve. The most efficient solution for a rapid release
appeared to be a spring. A spring would be a compact way
to store plenty of energy to actuate the valve that would be
released very rapidly. We envisioned a torsion spring — the
mechanism would be cocked by twisting it closed, with
some sort of stop or latch holding it closed. All we would
need to worry about would be opening the latch, and the
spring would handle the rest.

We hadn’t worked much with torsion springs in the
past, but fortunately they are as plentiful in the McMaster-
Carr catalog as unspeakable monsters in the Todash
darkness. We picked up a few springs with the highest
torque rating of 40 in-lbs and with a variety of leg
orientations. Standard torsion springs, fortunately, take
much less time to ship than custom high pressure ball
valves.

With our parts in hand, all that was left to do was
everything. The first task was to determine how best to
mount the trigger mechanism. Ideally, we wanted to mount
it to the cannon itself because that would keep everything

as self-contained as possible. To ensure that the spring
tensioned properly, we would need to mount in line with
the axis of rotation of the valve.

Many of the high pressure valves we were looking at
had a bolt coming out of the axis of the handle, and we
wondered if we could achieve a similar mounting solution
with our big plastic valve. We gingerly popped the big blue
handle from the valve using a flat head screwdriver and
plenty of finesse. We were very pleased to see a large
plastic shaft, roughly circular with various cutouts that
allowed the handle to catch. Best of all, there was a hole
running through the center of the shaft. It just so
happened that the hole was perfectly suited for tapping
with half inch threads.

Since the plastic valve didn’t have a bolt protruding
from the center axis, we would install our own. We very
carefully tapped the hole. Splitting the plastic would be as
disastrous as a mysterious pulse turning every cell phone
user into a raging lunatic. Since the PVC cannon was all
cemented together, we couldn’t simply swap out another
valve. We would need to start from scratch, like the
survivors of Captain Trips gathered in the Boulder Free
Zone.

The tapping went as planned, and we installed a
length of half inch all thread without incident. We added
some nuts to the all thread which created a good sized
mount for the torsion spring that wouldn’t allow it to
bounce around willy-nilly, but would leave enough room for
the inner diameter to shrink as the spring was tensioned.
Now, we needed to affix one leg of the spring to a fixed
point and the other to the valve.

The easy one was the leg going to the valve. We lined
up the leg with one end of the blue handle, bent the end
of the leg with a large vice and steady hands, and drilled a
mounting hole through the top of the valve. We completed
the mount with a hose clamp that gripped the spring leg as
tightly as the cuffs gripped hapless Jessie Burlingame in
Gerald’s Game.

The Orange Mile

To properly mount the second leg of the spring, we
had to ensure that however we affixed it, the trigger would
have enough tension to spring open when released. To
ensure that we stored enough energy in the spring, we
opted for a 180 degree version instead of a 90 degree
spring, with the angle referring to the angle between the
legs. We were concerned that a 90 degree spring wouldn’t
have enough energy to push through the end of the
rotation and fully open the valve, and that’s not the kind of
part we wanted in our ka-tet.

We wanted to mount the 180 degree spring so that
when the valve was closed, it would put a high tension 180
degree rotation on the spring. Next, we needed to devise
what kind of fixed point we could mount the fixed leg to.

TAPPING THE BALL VALVE.

A CADRE OF TORSION SPRINGS.
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Again, our preference was to have the mounting point
somewhere on the cannon to keep the entire assembly self-
contained.

We envisioned some sort of large U-bolt that would
wrap around the barrel of the cannon, tightly embracing
the barrel as if the bolt were its number one fan. At first,
we envisioned something like an exhaust clamp with the
top plate curved to grip the pipe. The problem with an
exhaust clamp was that the legs of the bolt were short, and
we figured one of the legs (if long enough) would make
the perfect fixed mounting point for the other leg of the
torsion spring.

Fortunately, our local big box hardware store came
through with a surprisingly large U-bolt with legs as long as
the Behemoth that emerged from The Mist. The store even
had a long nut that allowed us to lengthen the leg of one
side of the U-bolt to make the perfect mounting point for
the fixed leg of the spring. We lengthened the U-bolt with
another section of half inch all thread (which was quickly
becoming the MVP of this project, like Kojack to the
Boulder Free Zone).

We bent the leg of the torsion spring so that it could
better grip the all thread mount, and sandwiched it
between pairs of large nuts and washers. With the initial
mounting in place, we were ready to test the trigger as the
cannon sat on our workbench unpressurized. If we closed
the valve manually and then let go, we hoped to see the
valve spring open.

As soon as we closed the valve, we could sense that
something happened … just like the unlucky recipients of C.
Danny Jacobs’ lightning cures. We could see the U-bolt start
to slip around the barrel of the cannon and the torsion
spring began to lose strength like the True Knot after going
too long without taking steam. We would have to do a bit
more to keep everything in place.

Our form of hobbling the U-bolt was to mount it
directly to the frame on Protobot that the cannon sits atop.
The braces for holding the cannon in place happened to be
the right location and height to pick up the U-bolt legs with
a few 1x2 wooden supports. With the new supports in

place, we could close the valve without unwanted
movement from the rest of the device. Would the valve
spring open with the vigor of the Running Man, or would it
slowly creep open with the sluggishness of something just
dug up from the Pet Sematary?

Chunk of the Century

Our initial test was somewhere in between. The valve
started opening a little slowly, but then sprang open quickly
after it reached a certain point. We wondered if that would
still be effective. If the sluggish movement only happened
when the valve was still technically closed, then we might
be all right. We decided to finish up the mechanism and
see what happened.

The final component of our robotic trigger mechanism
was the latch. We initially had plans of mounting another
motor that would twist a latch open using its normal axis of
rotation. The goal was to minimize the shear force that
would impede the opening of the latch. If the latch
actuated in a different direction from the shear force, the
shear force from the cocked valve should be a lesser
impediment to the latch.

We think we’ll explore that latch design further for the
3,000 psi cannon, but our existing setup on Protobot might
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have already held a
suitable key. The
Fisher-Price motor
that we originally
installed for our
sandbag filling lever
arm (in the February
2015 issue) was set
up as a winch for

reeling in a synthetic rope. We envisioned re-routing the
pulleys so that the Fisher-Price motor could pull a pin to
release the valve. Not unlike pulling the pin on a grenade.

For the pin, we cut the threads off of a long eye bolt.
The smooth shoulder should slide better than threads for an
easy release. We tied the end of the synthetic rope to the
eye bolt, and routed the pulley so that the motor would
pull downwards on the pin. We drilled a hole in one of the
U-bolt mounts to accommodate the pin, and it was snugly
held in place by the tension in the valve spring.

We added a small amount of pressure to the cannon
and did not load a projectile for some initial testing. We
were able to auditorially confirm that the sluggish start on
the valve opening did, in fact, lead to an initial slow release
of pressure. With that in mind, we set about our fully

robotic chunking with some
trepidation.

For the testing itself, we wanted
to do something a little different.
Using the cannon, we had already
chunked softballs, pumpkins, and
Christmas ornaments at our trusty
plywood target (and a Christmas
tree). The pumpkins splattered nicely
with our large valve PVC cannon, but
how could we ensure maximum gore
while doing something festive and
different?

To ensure maximum carnage, we
picked up a Styrofoam craft store
jack-o-lantern and gave it a quick
orange paint job that Edgar

Freemantle would be proud of. We propped up the
pumpkin (and some other Halloween accoutrements) in
front of our plywood target, positioned the cannon,
pressurized to about 80 psi, stood back, and flipped the
switch on our radio.

The valve opened slowly, with a high pitched whine like
the Mangler getting ready to steam and fold another
hapless victim. Unlike the Mangler, however, the newly
robotified PVC cannon was anything but deadly. Enough
pressure escaped the slowly opening valve so that once the
spring popped it open, it only had enough oomph to barely
push the softball projectile out of the barrel, where it fell
like Humpty Dumpty.

We needed to open the valve much more
instantaneously. We tossed around some solutions using
traditional springs to add a little more tension, but the
easiest solution to implement was to add some bungee
cords. Swift thinking was a high priority — on the day we
happened to test the cannon, it was over 100 degrees and
feeling decidedly un-Halloween-like. We felt like Robinson
executing his revenge against Dolan’s Cadillac under the
harsh sun of the Nevada desert, so we went with what was
expedient. It also happened to be effective.

The newly bungee equipped trigger opened with the

TRICK OR TREAT.

IT’S A DUD.

READY TO PULL THE PIN.

HIGH TENSION.
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speed of a man on the run from the Network. The softball
shot out with deadly (for a Styrofoam pumpkin) speed, but
nailing down the precise aim took some practice. Our
pumpkin target had cheated death on our first couple of
shots and we were beginning to think it was a survivor
type. With one final adjustment, the softball careened
directly into the pumpkin and made it rain with Styrofoam
pumpkin pie.

Designing the trigger was a fun exercise in mechanical
design that gave us just the slightest taste of the challenges
of working with large scale projects in extreme conditions.
We could only imagine the havoc we could wreak with a
3,000 psi steel cannon (with a trigger design refined by the
lessons we learned this time).

Will the rest of our custom parts arrive in time? Would
a slightly smaller but much higher pressure cannon lead to
even more extreme pumpkin carnage? Could Protobot
handle what might be a hundred pound behemoth of a
chunker? Tune in next time to find out! SV
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Like a swarm of flies swirling around
a cow patty, the different media

outlets dove on these unique news
items, many without even gathering
all of the pertinent facts before
publishing the news items. I am also
sure that prosecuting attorneys began
to zero in on the car wreck and the
driver’s family like buzzards eying a
dying deer. On the other side, defense
lawyers were circling their wagons in
preparation for a long and drawn-out
fight. Ethics experts are already
discussing the use of a robot to
deliver a lethal weapon to kill a
suspect. Where will it all end?

In the April issue of SERVO, I
wrote about when technology fails,
and detailed how a man entered the
robot’s protective work area
without locking out power to the
robot and was accidentally killed. I
want to delve a bit more deeply
into these types of “failures.” I
started out with these negative
presentations, as these types of
scenarios seem to be the way
things are done these days.
Fortunately, level-headed individuals
will step into the fray and calm
both sides, so a mutually agreeable
resolution and verdict should come
forth. Hopefully.

Meanwhile, average citizens
will stand around the coffee

machine in their offices, sipping a
weak cup of Joe and tossing out all
sorts of ideas and solutions to these
dilemmas. Looking back at the Tesla
crash, I can just imagine the
conversations. “Who was at fault and
who should pay?” “Should totally
autonomous cars be allowed on the
road?” “Were there any technical
defects in the car?” “Did the driver
actually see that his car was driving
him into a truck?” “Tesla called it
‘autopilot’ so Brown felt safe not
watching the road,” said another.
“Should the police have used a robot
to deliver a bomb to kill a sniper?”
These and many other comments will
be bantered about for years to come,
and, basically, nobody will arrive at

the correct answer.

Early Technology
Before delving in today’s

autonomous vehicles and robots, let’s
go back a century when “horseless
carriages” were slowly becoming the
norm for transportation. I am sure
that Henry Ford and all of the early
twentieth century automakers had
experienced their share of contentious
lawsuits arriving from incidents with
their products.

What if Ford had waited to offer
his first car until all the bugs were
worked out and it could not fail in any
way? Maybe he would have limited
the speed to 10 MPH and covered it

with mattress-thick pads. His early
model shown in Figure 1 that
debuted in 1896 would have been
the first of hundreds of prototypes
that never made it to the
manufacturing phase. That early
Ford sputtered, spit oil, broke
down, and probably struck a few
people and turned over on muddy
roads. Products fail. Large products
injure or kill people. Good
companies learn from their
product’s failings and improve
them. Ford and most of the world’s
automobile companies produce
vastly better vehicles today.

by Tom Carroll
g{xÇ Nowa

n
d

TWCarroll@aol.com

Are Autonomous Cars and Robots
Dangerous?

The news media pounced upon the news that a Tesla Model S car had crashed in Florida while
on autopilot, and killed the 40 year old driver. This was a first in the autonomous car industry. In
another incident, police used a robot to kill a sniper. “Robot car makes its first kill” read one
headline, and “Police use robot to kill for first time” read another. With these types of  headlines,
some people have asked are autonomous self-steering cars really robots? Well, they have an
array of  sensors from smart cameras to LIDAR, RADAR, and high-level computer controls that
can drive actuators to steer, brake, and control speed according to the outside road
environment. You tell me.

Figure 1. Henry Ford's first car.
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So, are driverless cars
new? In the July 1 issue of
Fortune Magazine, an article
by Erin Griffith entitled “Who
Will Build the Next Great Car
Company?” highlighted a
driverless Tin Lizzie (the
nickname for the Ford Model
T) called the Phantom Auto.
“Imagine, gushed the Free
Lance Star of Fredericksburg,
VA,” Griffith wrote, “an
empty automobile traveling the
streets. No one touching it, no wires
or strings attached to it, weaving in
and out of traffic, climbing hills,
turning corners, stopping for traffic
lights, just as though there were an
invisible driver at the wheel!”

Well, it turns out that the
driverless car’s driver sat in another
car trailing the Phantom car. It
happened to ‘mow down’ 10 people,
sending two to the hospital, and the
car’s operators were arrested and
charged with assault and battery.
Another source that I read stated that
the radio-controlled car was a 1926
Chandler modified by Francis P.
Houdina who had formed a company
called Houdina Radio Control.

The Florida Tesla
Crash

The driver of the Tesla Model S
(retired Navy Seal, Joshua Brown) was
very experienced with his car,
having posted over two dozen
videos on his YouTube channel
about different aspects of the
Tesla (shown in Figure 2). One
of his videos posted in March of
this year was titled “Autopilot
Saves Model S” and has gotten
nearly two million views. The
video showed how his car’s
technology kept it from being
side-swiped by a truck. He did,
however, rack up six speeding
tickets in the previous six years,
and he was speeding at 74 MPH
(9 MPH over the speed limit)

when he crashed.
On that fateful day in May at

4:40 in the afternoon, Figure 3 shows
how Brown’s Tesla was traveling east
on a four-lane highway. The other
vehicle was a large tractor-trailer
turning left to cross Brown’s
eastbound lane. The exact details of
what happened next is a mystery, but
it’s safe to say that Brown’s Tesla
continued to travel at 74 MPH and
slammed into the trailer which
sheared off the car’s top. The heavily
damaged car continued through two
fences and ended up striking a power
pole. Brown was killed.

Why did the truck driver turn in
front of an approaching car that had
the right of way? Why didn’t the
Tesla’s sensors ‘see’ the huge truck
that was perpendicular to it? If Brown
did see the huge truck, why didn’t he
apply brakes, or at least dive onto the
floor of the car when he saw that the
Tesla was going under the truck? Was

he belted in and couldn’t
unfasten the seatbelt in time?
These and many other
questions will be brought
forth in court.

The NHTSA on
Self-Driving Cars

Automobile automation
can be implemented in
several different levels of

control, from no autonomous control
at all to total hands and eyes off
control of a complete trip. On May
30, 2013, the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)
defined vehicle automation as having
five levels:

• Level 0: No Automation: The
driver is in complete and sole control
of the primary vehicle controls —
brake, steering, throttle, and motive
power — at all times.

• Level 1: Function-Specific
Automation: Automation at this level
involves one or more specific control
functions. Examples include electronic
stability control or pre-charged brakes,
where the vehicle automatically assists
with braking to enable the driver to
regain control of the vehicle or stop
faster than possible by acting alone.

• Level 2: Combined Function
Automation: This level involves
automation of at least two primary
control functions designed to work in

unison to relieve the driver of
control of those functions. An
example of combined functions
enabling a Level 2 system is
adaptive cruise control in
combination with lane centering.

• Level 3: Limited Self-
Driving Automation: Vehicles at
this level of automation enable
the driver to cede full control of
all safety-critical functions under
certain traffic or environmental
conditions, and in those
conditions to rely heavily on the
vehicle to monitor for changes in
those conditions requiring

Post comments on this article at www.servomagazine.com/index.php/magazine/article/
October2016_Danger-of-Autonomous-Robots-Cars.

Advances in robots and robotics over the years.
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Figure 2. Tesla Model S electric car.

Figure 3. Tesla Model S crash diagram from the
Washington Post.
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transition back to driver control. The
driver is expected to be available for
occasional control, but with
sufficiently comfortable transition
time. The Google car is an example of
limited self-driving automation (or the
Tesla models that came after this
NHTSA declaration).

• Level 4: Full Self-Driving
Automation: The vehicle is designed
to perform all safety-critical driving
functions and monitor roadway
conditions for an entire trip. Such a
design anticipates that the driver will
provide destination or navigation
input, but is not expected to be
available for control at any time
during the trip. This includes both
occupied and unoccupied vehicles.

The Technical Aspects
of Driving
Autonomous Cars

With the five NHTSA levels in
mind, we can easily envision how
present day cars have slowly crept up
this scale and are closing in on Level
4. To drive a car, we humans mostly
use our sense of vision to determine
everything in the path in which we
intend to drive our car. Human vision
is amazing, but its use depends mostly
on our knowledge gained over many
years of living, not necessarily driving.

As we are moving along and see
an object slowly beginning to enlarge
in our field of vision, then the
enlarging becomes more rapid as we
move closer to that object, that
means we are approaching
something. If we are in control of a
car and we see an object that we
recognize as another car start to
enlarge, we do one of two
things. Either we put on the
brakes or we maneuver the car
around the object by using the
steering wheel.

LIDAR
If we want to replace the

driver with a computer, we need
software with a lot of

‘knowledge’ within the many lines of
code so that we can interpret the
data arriving from sensors and convert
it into driving commands. This is not
as easy as it sounds. Mercedes,
Google, Tesla, Nissan, and many
others have been working on this idea
for up to a decade or more. Many
have started with a LIDAR atop the
vehicle as seen on the Google
autonomous self-driving car prototype
in Figure 4.

Much like radar, LIDAR uses
scanned laser light pulses traveling at
300 million meters per second that
reflect off of an object and bounce
back to the system to become part of
a ‘picture’ of an entire visible
environment. These time-of-flight
measurements give distance data.

LIDAR systems started out at over
$100K and rapidly dropped down to
$10K or less, but costs for reliable
systems were still too high and the
units were too big for autonomous
car uses. Longer range and operation
in bright sun required more powerful
lasers which were larger and more
expensive, though smaller and lower

cost units are now on the market.

Does Tesla’s Autopilot
Allow Autonomous
Driving?

When Tesla Autopilot was
introduced, chief executive, Elon Musk
told the world that the system was
“almost twice as good” as human
drivers. At the launch of Autopilot in
October 2015, Musk made it clear
that he doesn’t think LIDAR is
necessary or even desirable for
autonomous vehicle applications. The
current Model S Autopilot cars have
one front long range radar, one
forward-looking near and far non-
stereoscopic Mobileye IR EyeQ3
optical camera, and a 360 degree set
of ultrasonic sensors. This past July,
Tesla decided to part ways with
Mobileye.

The Automatic Emergency Braking
system was designed to prevent
vehicle to vehicle rear end collisions.
Neither company has announced
which company decided to leave the
other as their current system is not
designed to detect lateral-crossing
vehicles that occurred in this crash.
The image shown in Figure 5
illustrates a sensor field surrounding
an autopilot controlled car on a typical
road.

The radar is used to detect radar-
reflective objects such as other cars
and trucks, overhead signs, and other
large objects near the roadway. The
ultrasonic sensors are very similar to
those we place on our robots to
detect nearby objects, such as curbs
and parked cars. The optical camera is
not a LIDAR but an intelligent camera,

and it is subject to some of the
same issues that our human
eyes have such as differentiation
between a brightly illuminated
sky background and a similar
large bright object, such as the
white side of a truck’s trailer.

Tesla not only uses the
sensor suite to incorporate
driver assist and convenience
features, but also autonomous

Figure 4. Google autonomous vehicle
prototype with LIDAR on the roof.

Figure 5. Tesla Model S Autopilot sensor pattern
representation.
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safety features. Every car in the S and
X series comes standard with the
sensor suite and the safety features it
enables — like automatic emergency
braking and steering — but these
feature’s software packages are
unactivated. Tesla sells the activation
of these convenience features,
Autosteer, Autopark, Lane Change,
Auto Emergency Braking, and the
recent ‘Summon’ for $2,500 before
delivery or $3,000 afterwards.

Is It True
Autonomous Driving?

Musk and his company have
always stressed that Autopilot is not
what it sounds like in that a ‘driver’
can set his course and take a nap
while flying down an interstate. He
has always stressed that the driver
should be just that — a driver. Hands
should be kept on the steering wheel
and eyes on the road ahead, as a
sudden situation might arise and the
passenger must perform a driving task
immediately.

“Because of what autonomous
driving experts refer to as ‘the
handoff’ — that brief period of time
between when everything is going
along just fine and when it is not — it
is the reason for constant hands on
the steering wheel.”

In another description, it is when
the computer suddenly finds itself in
one of what Musk calls a “corner
case.” These are instances that require
human input. Often, drivers have less
than a second to react.

What Happened to
Cause the Fatal
Crash?

Of course, the only person who
would really know the truth about
what happened was the driver, Mr.
Brown. Without his testimony as to
what happened, accident scene
analysts must take what information
they can locate and try to piece
together what caused the accident.
Certain things are obvious: The truck

turned left into the path of the car
and the car went under the truck’s
trailer. Why did the truck driver turn
into the path of the Tesla? Why did
the Tesla not stop when the truck was
in front of it?

One interesting note about the
accident that I discovered is that the
truck driver said Mr. Brown was
watching a Harry Potter movie on his
laptop. How could he know that? He
said he never saw the Tesla until it ran
under his truck’s trailer. When the
laptop was later located in the wreck,
it was smashed or at least off.

So, let’s start with the Tesla and
its sensors and what possible reasons
that any of them missed ‘seeing’ the
trailer. There is the long range radar
that certainly should have picked up
the long and tall metal trailer. It very
likely did detect the trailer, so why
didn’t the computer receive the
radar’s output as “a large metal object
is in the road ahead” and immediately
apply brakes to the car? Well, as you
can imagine, if a Tesla on autopilot
stopped at every large metal reflective
surface on almost any road, it would
slam on the brakes at every large sign
mounted above the roadway
informing motorists of turnoffs.

So, if the radar sees such an
object — no matter how large the
radar return reflection appears (that is
stationary with the background) — it is
interpreted as another sign. I operated
an antenna test range for a number
of years at Rockwell and know from
experience that RF emissions and
reflections do not always follow the
paths that you might expect. A
smaller signal can be reflected off of
an object to form a second out-of-
phase signal called ‘multipath.’

With this in mind, we attached
full-scale satellite mockups on a boom
and rotated them in a focused RF field
and recorded the antenna’s patterns
as the satellite mockup rotated.

To fine-tune the antennas, we
then rotated the mockup in an
anechoic chamber that eliminated
most of the spurious reflections. In
short, smaller antennas had a more

difficult time projecting a focused RF
beam than a larger array or an
antenna with a parabolic reflector. It
was possible that the Tesla’s beam
was so large that it could not
differentiate a large truck from an
overhead sign.

Snap Chat
Now, let’s look at the camera in

the car. Remember, it is not a LIDAR
that has ranging information. The
camera probably ‘saw’ the large white
truck trailer image as just part of the
sky, and Tesla’s don’t brake for sky.
That leaves the driver as the final and
most sophisticated sensor. We must
remember that Mr. Brown was very
familiar with the Tesla and had his
own blog and YouTube site about the
car. Had he just become complacent
with his knowledge and ignored
Tesla’s strict admonition that a driver
should keep his hands on the steering
wheel and eyes upon the road at all
times while driving in Autopilot?

We can only assume that Mr.
Brown didn’t see the trailer, not
because he couldn’t see something
that big, but because he was most
likely looking down at something long
enough for him to approach the
intersection without looking up. I
imagine that upon inspection, analysis
of the onboard computer will show if
he did or did not depress the brake
pedal or quickly turn the steering
wheel to avoid a collision at the last
fraction of a second. If he had been
belted in, he wouldn’t have had the
chance to dive onto the floorboard,
seeing the car ready to go under the
trailer’s frame.

Was Tesla’s Design of
the Model S
Defective?

I’ve watched (but not participated
in) several lively discussions within
several robotics group’s websites
about the Tesla and its Autopilot.
Many have been quite unkind to Musk
and stated that his incorporation of
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the technology before it
had matured to the point
of reliability was wrong. 

The consumer
magazine, Consumer
Reports is urging Tesla to
disable its hands-free
Autopilot driving system
which has been involved
in three accidents since
May 2016, and is under
investigation by US
regulators after the fatal
crash that killed Joshua
Brown.

“By marketing their
feature as ‘Autopilot,’
Tesla gives consumers a
false sense of security,”
stated Laura MacCleery,
vice president of consumer policy and
mobilization for Consumer Reports.
“Tesla should disable automatic
steering in its cars until it updates the
program to verify that the driver’s
hands are on the wheel.”

My opinion of the Tesla S crash
was that it was not a ‘bad robot car’
but an improperly used product.

Tesla stated: “Among all vehicles
in the US, there is a fatality every 94
million miles. Worldwide, there is a
fatality approximately every 60 million
miles.” Tesla defended the safety
record of the system, writing that
“130 million miles have been driven
on Autopilot, with one confirmed
fatality.” The company underscored
that its beta software development
process includes “significant internal
validation.”

This past June, the site, AutoBlog
gave the Tesla Model S an award as
the best overall vehicle, mostly due to
the way Tesla manages consumer
problems with online software
updates. The site also praised the high
performance ‘Ludicrous’ mode, the
luxury aspect, and overall image. 

The unmatched long range
between charging — like the
company’s SuperCharger Network
around the country — and overall
support also brought Tesla praise. So,
I’ll end the Tesla discussion at that.

Dallas Police Use
Robot to Kill Sniper

I would like to digress from an
accidental death while using an
autonomous automobile to a
purposeful death caused with the use
of a robot. In early July, a disgruntled
man positioned himself in a parking
garage with the express purpose of
killing police personnel who were
placed near a gathered protest crowd
across from the parking garage.

After several hours during which
the man had shot and killed five
policemen, a decision was made to
send in a robot to the location of the
sniper before any more killing took
place. It was determined that the man
was not going to surrender.

The Dallas Police Department
used the popular Northrop Grumman
Remotec Andros Mark V-A1 shown in
Figure 6. In a Dallas police report that
I read from the Washington Post, the
DPD reported to the Post: “When all
attempts to negotiate with the
suspect failed under the exchange of
gunfire, the Department utilized the
mechanical tactical robot as a last
resort, to deliver an explosive device
to save the lives of officers and
citizens. The robot used was the
Remotec, Model F-5 equipped with a
claw and arm extension with an

added explosive device of
C4 plus “Det” cord.
Approximate weight of
total charge was one
pound.”

Dallas Police Chief,
David Brown clarified that
officials had used the
model Mark V-A1, and
also said that the machine
was purchased in 2008 for
roughly $151,000. “The
whole idea was
improvised in about 15 to
20 minutes.”

“The Mark V-A1 is
manufactured by Northrop
Grumman. It is driven by a
human via remote control,
weighs 790 pounds, and

has a top speed of 3.5 mph. It carries
a camera with a 26x optical zoom and
12x digital zoom. When its arm is fully
extended, it can lift a 60 pound
weight. The ‘hand’ at the end of the
arm can apply a grip of about 50
pounds of force.”

I won’t detail the explosion or
death, just the fact that the
detonation allowed the whole killing
spree to stop, which was the goal of
the Dallas Police Department.
Personally, I really don’t see the clear
ethical differences from a police
officer pulling a trigger on a machine
(his gun) and sending something a
distance (a bullet) to kill a dangerous
person rather than sending another
type of machine to slowly travel a
distance to kill that same dangerous
person with an explosive.

Now, as to the ethical aspects
that are swirling about the media of
using a robot to kill, I am sure that
same group of people around the
coffee maker have their own ideas.
“Was the suspect expecting the
robot’s appearance to establish a
communications link, and the
explosion was a surprise?” “Will future
cornered suspects no longer trust the
appearance of a robot?” “Should a
police officer with a bullet-proof vest
have approached the suspect instead
of the robot?” It always seems to be

Figure 6. Andros Mark V-A1.
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easier to arm-chair quarterback after
an event.

Are Collaborative
Robots Dangerous?

There is another category of
robots that has been in the news of
late concerning robot safety, and that
is collaborative robots. The definition
in Google is: “

A cobot or “collaborative robot”
is a robot designed to assist human
beings as a guide or assistor in a
specific task. A regular robot is
designed to be programmed to work
more or less autonomously.”

The Baxter robot shown in Figure
7 by Rethink Robotics is a good
example of this new category of light
industrial robots called cobots that are
intended to work beside humans. 

The above definition appears to
say that only ‘regular’ robots are
programmable, which is totally not
the case. Many industrial robots are
programmed via a software routine or
programmed by keyboard.

The Baxter robot is shown being
manipulated by a production line
individual to program the robot in the
steps of motion required to complete
a required task. As a safety factor in
the design of a cobot, the robot’s arm
is compliant in that it uses a flexible or
resilient drive system to move the arm.

The accuracy remains as high as a
‘typical’ robot arm, but injuries from
accidentally striking a nearby human
are minimized. The arm and its end
effector can be pulled aside and the
arm will move back to its programmed
location when released.

Final Thoughts
So, to answer the question,

are autonomous cars and robots
dangerous? Not really. When
operated by human beings, they
certainly can become dangerous.
Some products become
threatening a lot easier than
others due to their design and
lack of care. Sensible operators
will perceive dangers in the
product’s use. It is how they are
operated that truly answers the
question about danger.

As a retired aerospace
engineer, a Tesla is not in my budget
at the moment, but I can certainly
dream of driving one some day. Elon
Musk has brought the first true
electric vehicle to the masses; a
personal car that can travel many
thousands of miles with just a few
charging stops along the way. Tesla
will continue to advance the
technology with reliability, safety, and
range that will enhance an already
great personal vehicle.

His soon-to-be completed
Gigafactory in Nevada — part of his
‘Master Plan part Deux’ — will not
only supply the batteries that he will
be needing for half a million Model S
vehicles, but also for pickup trucks,
buses, and large 18-wheelers. Right
now, Musk wants to continue using
radar and possibly a new camera
design over relying strictly on LIDAR,
but he certainly may change his mind
in the future if he sees improvements
in new technologies.

As for my opinion mentioned
earlier, the use of a robot to deliver a
killing explosive by police is no
different than police using a gun in a

similar situation. Andros will continue
to supply one of the most popular
robots used by police the world over,
albeit at a cost quite a bit higher than
a Tesla Model S.

Robots and robot cars are not
lethal any more than any other
technical device used in an incorrect
manner. For the record, a Tesla Model
X actually saved a man’s life while he
was driving near Springfield, MO.
Thirty seven year old attorney, Joshua
Neally suddenly felt a sharp stabbing
pain in his chest and knew he was 20
miles from the nearest hospital in
Branson, so he used the car’s
autopilot feature to drive the 20 miles
through gathering traffic and his
increasing pain to the nearest off
ramp, where he took over and steered
his way to the hospital’s emergency
room. He felt that waiting for an
ambulance would have been slower
than having his car drive him.

He survived, and doctors felt that
his pulmonary embolism would have
killed him had he not taken the steps
that he did. Chalk one up for a ‘robot
car,’ after all. SV
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Figure 7. Rethink Robotics robot, Baxter.
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